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1. Executive Summary 
This is a business plan for a new R&D laboratory that reduces the cost of transitioning from a 
carbon-based society to one that does not emit CO2. This is commonly referred to as 
“decarbonization” and it typically entails replacing coal, natural gas and oil with solar farms, wind 
farms, hydroelectric dams, and nuclear power plants.  

New green infrastructure is likely to cost the world approximately 100 trillion dollars over several 
decades. Approximately one-third for material and chemical processing, one-third for 
transportation, and one-third for electrical power generation. In theory, one can spend additional 
billions of dollars on R&D to save trillions of dollars on infrastructure. 

We propose a new laboratory be set up to accelerate the development of fusion, fission, DAC, CCS 
and other green technologies with a budget in the range of $0.1B to $10B/yr. 

Heat created without emitting CO2 is referred to as “Green heat”. If China's green heat cost much 
less than America's green heat, the U.S. would be at a disadvantage. And China is comfortable with 
nuclear power while the U.S. is not. Therefore, accelerating the development of fusion power, and 
improving fission power to the satisfaction of the U.S. public, might be vital to U.S. interests. 

The Lab could potentially be funded by one or more governments or foundations. Also, one could 
have more than one lab. For example, the U.S. government could set up a “U.S. National 
Decarbonization Laboratory”, while Foundation XYZ sets up the “XYZ Decarbonization Laboratory.” 

This document and related materials are open source. Subsequently, anyone can copy, modify and 
rename at no cost. One might think of this as a kit for setting up a new laboratory, for anyone 
interested in reducing CO2 emissions with R&D. To download free files, click here. For the latest 
version of the document you are reading, click here. 

Lab Mission 
The Lab's mission is to: 

 Solve the climate change problem globally.  

The last word in the above statement is intentional. The lab is responsible for everyone's CO2 
worldwide. A nation can decarbonize its CO2 emissions to zero and the rest of the world can still 
harm that nation with emissions. Therefore, it is reasonable for each nation to consider 
themselves responsible for everyone else's CO2.  

Lab Strategy 
The lab uses multiple techniques to reduce CO2 in faraway places. For example, developed 
technology is given away for free to maximize utilization and minimize global emissions. 

The purpose of the lab is not to make money. It is impossible to both maximize return on 
investment (ROI), and maximize CO2 reduction. This lab focuses on global CO2 reduction, while 
other organizations operate differently.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Direct_air_capture
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carbon_capture_and_storage
https://www.aplantosavetheplanet.org/lab
http://www.ma2life.org/g/Decarbonization_Lab_Biz_Plan.pdf
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The lab is funded by governments and foundations looking to resolve climate change, not 
investors looking for ROI. Investors might be able to utilize lab technology; however, not on their 
terms since competitors would have the same access. 

How Is This Lab Unique? 
The Lab is unique in several ways. 

• Responsible for global CO2 emissions. 

• Produced technology is given away for free to facilitate global cooperation and maximize CO2 

reduction. 

• Focuses on initiatives that are likely to have a significant impact, such as fission moonshot and 
fusion moonshot. 

• Develops standards that define how components fit together in large systems that reduce CO2.  

• Absorbs one-time R&D costs to reduce the cost of manufacturing (e.g. “commoditize” green 
products). 

• Models all sources of CO2 worldwide and calculates lowest cost way for each region to 
decarbonize in lowest cost order. In other words, digest lowest hanging fruit first, followed by 
the layer above. 

Get Ready for a Green New World 
When decarbonizing, one must contend with two important parameters: Decarbonization Cost 
and Decarbonization Scale. 

Decarbonization Cost refers to the amount of money required to reduce CO2 and is typically 
measured in dollars per metric ton of CO2 reduced ($/mtCO2).  

Decarbonization Scale, on the other hand, refers to the amount of CO2 emissions that are reduced 
each year. For example, if the goal is to eliminate the U.S. 5 billion ton per year emissions over a 
30 year period, then one would need to reduce by ~170 million tons each year on average. This is 
because 5 billion divided by 30 years is ~170 million. 

At this time, the U.S. and others are not decarbonizing at high levels and this is why global CO2 
emissions are increasing. This will probably change this decade since evidence of climate harm 
increases each year. In other words, it is likely new laws will appear this decade that require 
decarbonization at large scales, with additional costs passed onto consumers. And the Lab can 
help prepare for that day, and cause it to appear sooner, by reducing Decarbonization Costs. 

It is likely decarbonization at large scales will occur in the lowest Decarbonization Cost order. For 
example, tackle $10/mtCO2 first, followed by $13/mtCO2. Electrical power decarbonization costs 
less than many other forms of decarbonization; therefore, it will probably be decarbonized first at 
large scales. This entails building solar farms and wind farms at construction rates higher than 
what we are accustomed.  
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Plan History  
This document draws its inspiration from a book entitled A Plan to Save the Planet by Glenn 
Weinreb.  

For a free PDF file of this book, visit www.APlanToSaveThePlanet.org/pdf 

For a TEDx video summary, search “KIJsu2n5j1w” at YouTube. 

For YouTube videos by Weinreb, see www.YouTube.com/@GlobalClimateSolutions 

This Document is Open-Source  
To the author's knowledge, the concepts discussed in this document are public knowledge and no 
patents are pending.  

Anyone can copy, modify and rename any or all material at no charge via the CC BY 4.0 license.  

For original files, visit www.APlanToSaveThePlanet.org/open 
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https://www.youtube.com/@GlobalClimateSolutions
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
https://www.aplantosavetheplanet.org/open
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2. The Lab 
The U.S. government currently operates dozens of national laboratories, an example of which is 
the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) in California. They develop gadgets that explore outer space 
with a $3B/yr budget.   

 
Figure 2.1: Jet Propulsion Laboratory in California, USA. 

What Do Labs Do? 
Some laboratories develop large systems, whereas others focus on supporting research via grants. 
For example, JPL focuses on developing large systems such as the Mars rover, and the National 
Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) is active in supporting research grants.  

The typical grant process is as follows: (a) announce funding opportunity, (b) collect proposals, (c) 
review, (d) select, and (e) manage awardees. 

Foundations, Companies, and Universities 
Companies and universities who receive money for R&D often prioritize their own financial 
interests over reducing CO2. For example, they typically do not share developed materials unless 
they are required to do so. This is because transparency often detracts from: (a) filing patents, (b) 
developing proprietary products, and (c) raising money for companies and labs. 

A decarbonization laboratory, on the other hand, might be tasked with solving the climate change 
problem, and not with making money. And to do this, they might require developed materials be 
placed onto the internet, open source. This would maximize the utilization of developed 
technology worldwide, maximize candid review, maximize the development of interconnection 
standards, and minimize inaccurate claims.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jet_Propulsion_Laboratory
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Curiosity_(rover)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Renewable_Energy_Laboratory
https://www.energy.gov/eere/solar/funding-opportunities
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Organizational Structure 
Laboratories typically divide responsibility among multiple divisions, and divisions typically divide 
responsibility among multiple groups. A lab could have any number of divisions and any number of 
groups, and these could be added or subtracted at any time. 

Panels of individuals typically allocate money from a general fund to divisions and to groups. And 
staff are typically encouraged to raise money from external sources via proposals. 

Some laboratories have many employees at one site, whereas others funnel money toward other 
organizations. For example, a laboratory that accelerates the development of fusion power might 
pass money to scientists at the world's 10 fusion research organizations who are already familiar 
with fusion. 

Reduce Waste Due to Project Bias 
Governments and foundations occasionally fund projects that are not technically feasible or are 
not economically viable. This is often due to developers who claim everything is OK when it is not, 
to raise money, to pay people.  

To defend against “project bias”, a lab could potentially task the best and brightest engineers and 
scientists in the nation to oversee multiple projects, and reasonably throttle money up or down, to 
each, over time.  

What to Do If Your Competitor's Factory Costs Zero Dollars 
Reports often compare the cost of a green product with its carbon-based counterpart when both 
production factories are built from scratch. However, this typically does not occur when 
decarbonizing. Instead, the carbon-based factory is already built and paid for. And we would like 
the new green factory to cost less than the incremental cost of operating the old factory. In most 
cases, new green fails economically against existing carbon. This is one reason why economists’ 
CO2 predictions are so dour.  

In theory, new laws could require decarbonization, with additional costs passed onto consumers. 
The public is not comfortable with these at this time; however, it is likely they will appear this 
decade due to increasing evidence of climate change. To prepare for that day, one can do R&D to 
reduce decarbonization costs via automation and standardization, both in factories and at heat-
driven industrial processing sites. 

Multiple R&D Moonshots 
A “moonshot” refers to a large R&D initiative that is implemented over a relatively short period of 
time. In theory, multiple moonshots could be done to reduce decarbonization costs. They would 
probably focus on areas that are currently not being worked on, and have potential for significant 
impact.  

One might proceed with the following steps for each initiative: (a) establish goal, (b) write several 
page summary, (c) pay researchers approximately $10K each to write proposals to implement that 
described in summary, (d) spend several million dollars on initial R&D, and (e) proceed with more 
proposals and more money if project appears economically and technical viable.  

https://www.aplantosavetheplanet.org/lab
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A foundation, government or wealthy individual might set up a $500K fund that supports 50 
proposals, for example. Also, they might require proposals be open-source, which means they 
would appear publically for anyone to use for free, to reduce further dependence on authors.   

New green infrastructure is likely to cost 100 trillion dollars globally over several decades. 
Therefore, spending additional billions of dollars on R&D, to save trillions, is reasonable.  

The Lab Does Moonshots 
In theory, multiple divisions could be placed within broad areas that are referred to as 
“moonshots”. Below is an example organization structure 

 Moonshot Division 

 Fusion Fusion Moonshot 

 Fission Fission Moonshot  

 Cheap Green Car Hybrid Electric Vehicle R&D (HEV) 

  Electric Vehicle R&D (EV) 

  Car-Sharing R&D 

  Battery R&D  

  EV Trade Policy Research 

  Swappable EV Battery R&D (SEB) 

  Automated Installation of Underground Infrastructure R&D 

  Ammonia-Based Transportation R&D  

  Hydrogen-Based Transportation R&D 

 Building Automation Building Automation R&D 

  Window Thermal Cover Standards Development 

  Duct Fan Standards Development 

  Duct Damper Standards Development 

  HVAC Communications Standards Development 

  Building Heat Policy Research 

  Automated Ground Source Installation R&D  

  Ground Source Standards Development 

  Thermal Storage Standards Development  

 National Solar/Wind Farm National Solar Farm System R&D (NSFS) 

  National Wind Farm System R&D (NWFS) 

 Custom Solar Skin Custom Solar Skin on Buildings R&D 
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 Solar on Land Solar Direct to Soil R&D 

 Solar on Buildings Standardized Solar Sub-Assembly R&D 

  Automated Installation of Solar Panels on Buildings R&D 

 Automated Power Tower  Automated Power Line Construction R&D 

 Super-sized Transportation Super-Sized Transportation R&D 

 Next Generation Processing Next Generation Industrial Processing R&D 

 Earth Camera Earth Camera R&D 

 Direct Air Capture (DAC) Direct Air Capture R&D (DAC) 

 Carbon, Capture & Seq (CCS) Carbon, Capture and Sequestration R&D (CCS) 

 Decarbonization Planning Global Decarbonization Planning 
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Laboratory Divisions 
Below are examples of divisions within a laboratory. 

Commercial Fusion Moonshot: Achieve commercial fusion within 10 years. Funding is directed by 
the world's top fusion scientists and flows toward top people at existing fusion research institutions. 

Fission Moonshot: Dramatically increase the production of nuclear fission reactors over the next 
10 years in a manner that meets the satisfaction of the public. 

High-Temperature Manufacturing: Develop next-generation high-temperature green 
manufacturing sites, standards, and supporting transportation infrastructure. 
Custom Solar Skin: Develop machines that fabricate, install and maintain custom pieces of PV solar 
that wrap building roof and wall surfaces. 

Solar Sub-Assembly Development: Develop standardized modular solar sub-assembles that stack 
within a shipping container and are assembled under robotic control. 

Solar Panel Installation Automation: Automate the placing of traditional solar panels on buildings. 

Solar Farm Automation: Develop next generation automated solar farms that consume 
significantly less metal, concrete, and glass. 

The National Solar Farm: Develop an automated software system that supports ownership of solar 
panels on a solar farm. 

Ammonia Transportation: Do paper-only design of a global well-to-wheels ammonia based 
transportation system. This entails exploring ammonia-based fuel cells, ammonia tanks, 
automated refueling mechanisms, and citywide ammonia monitoring and service. 

Hydrogen Transportation: Similar to the above yet hydrogen (H2) instead of ammonia (NH3). 

Electric Vehicle Cost Reduction: Reduce the cost of electric vehicles (EVs) to the extent required to 
make them cost less than gasoline and diesel powered vehicles. This includes improving EV battery 
longevity 2-fold (i.e. to beyond the lifespan of the vehicle), exploring dynamic battery warranty, 
and exploring mandated diagnostic battery reporting. 

Swappable EV Battery: Develop a standardized swappable EV battery system, to the point of 
simple prototypes. 

HVAC Command and Control: Develop software and standards that connect HVAC equipment in all 
buildings to regional computers. Support a national strategy that decarbonizes building heat at 
lowest cost. 

Building Automation: Develop software, devices, and standards that automate buildings. 

Carbon Capture and Sequestration (CCS): Develop software, standards, systems, and models that 
support the eventual unfolding of CCS. 

Power Line Transmission Automation and Commoditization: Reduce cost of electrical power 
transmission lines via automation and standardization.2 

Decarbonization Policy Making Tools: Maintain websites that calculate the lowest cost way for 
regions to decarbonize given policy options. 
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3. The Lab's 100 Trillion Dollar Problem 
Tackling climate change entails transitioning from a carbon-based economy to one that does not 
emit CO2. This is referred to as “decarbonization,” and it entails building new infrastructure that is 
likely to cost the world approximately 100 trillion dollars over several decades. Approximately one-
third for electrical power generation, one-third for cars, and one-third for factories. 

~$30T - Solar farms, wind farms, hydroelectric dams, more grid  
~$30T - 1.5 billion cars  x  $20K per car  
~$40T - New factories and agriculture that do not emit CO2   

How Much Energy Do We Need? 
Each year the world produces 583 exajoules (EJ) of heat energy, and if this were fed into a 35% 
efficient turbine, 56,000 TWh/yr of electricity would be produced. 

We know how much electricity is produced by large facilities like the Hoover dam in Nevada. 
Therefore, we can divide 56,000 TWh/yr by their annual production to calculate roughly how many 
facilities one would need to match global energy production. 

 
Figure 3.1: Large sources of green electricity. 

For example, 56,000 TWh/yr corresponds to 17,200 Hoover Dams, 22,700 London Arrays, 44,200 
Topaz Solar Farms, and 22-times the world's nuclear fission reactors.  

 
Figure 3.2: Number of select facilities needed to replace the world's energy consumption. 

What Does a $27 Trillion Dollar Solar Farm Look Like? 
The Topaz solar farm produces 0.55GW of electricity, and solar farms cost $1.12-per-watt at 
today's prices (NREL, 2022, CAPEX). Therefore 44,200 would cost 27 trillion dollars in total ($1.12 x 
0.55GW x 44,200).   

This might seem excessive, and it is. Also, it works economically, kind of. The money would be 
borrowed from banks and bonds. And the facility would repay the loans with the ~2 trillion dollars' 
worth of electricity that is produced each year (0.55GW x 44,200 x 2,180 kWh/Wh/yr x 0.001 

https://www.bp.com/content/dam/bp/business-sites/en/global/corporate/pdfs/energy-economics/statistical-review/bp-stats-review-2021-full-report.pdf
http://www.ma2life.org/g/pic/plan/world_energy_consumption.png
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hoover_Dam
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/London_Array
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Topaz_Solar_Farm
https://world-nuclear.org/information-library/current-and-future-generation/nuclear-power-in-the-world-today.aspx#:%7E:text=Around%2010%25%20of%20the%20world's,from%202657%20TWh%20in%202019.
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kWh/Wh x $0.037/kWh). In other words, consumers would not pay $27 trillion and instead would 
pay the difference in the cost of green electricity and carbon based electricity. 

Topaz's panels sit on approximately 4 square miles, therefore 44,200 facilities would consume 
176K square miles (44,200 x 4). The state of Texas is 268K square miles; therefore, this would fit 
nicely in 65% of Texas (176K / 268K).  

Solar power is intermittent; therefore, coating Texas with solar would not be a direct replacement 
for carbon-based sources that are available 24x7. And we are combining consumers of heat with 
consumers of electricity, which differ in multiple ways. Also we are not taking into consideration 
GDP growth. And this would need to be spread out globally, not jammed into Texas. In other 
words, this analysis is only an approximation. However, it does provide a rough idea of how much 
green energy construction is needed globally over several decades. 

Easy at First and More Difficult Later 
Initially, solar, wind, and hydro projects are built in the most favorable conditions. However, as 
one builds, conditions often become less favorable, and costs increase. Hydroelectric dams prefer 
sloped land with running water. Wind farms prefer windy land away from people or windy shallow 
water close to shore. And solar farms prefer cheap, cleared, sunny land not far from cities. In other 
words, decarbonization is likely to be easier at first and more difficult later. 

Material Fabrication Needs to be Decarbonized Too 
Thousands of solar farms, wind farms, and hydroelectric dams would consume significant amounts 
of metal and cement. Fabricating these materials with carbon-based fuels would cause CO2 
emissions to increase. Therefore, material fabrication needs to be decarbonized too. In theory, the 
lowest cost way to do this is with nuclear reactors in China. More about that later.  

Infrastructure Is Paid for with Borrowed Money 
Most infrastructure is paid for with money borrowed from banks and bonds. Later, these are 
repaid with revenue generated by the infrastructure. For example, a bank loan might initially fund 
solar farm construction, while later electricity revenue repays the loan over 30 years. 

Economically, decarbonization is like a nation buying one new house each year, where the house 
represents all green infrastructure built that year. The nation ends up with one “house” after year 
#1, two after year #2, etc.  

Also, each house has a mortgage. Therefore, the nation pays one mortgage after year #1, two 
mortgages after year #2, etc. These mortgage payments show up as an increase in the costs of 
goods and services. And one can calculate this increase in units of dollars-per-person-per-year. If 
one decarbonizes in lowest-cost order, each house is more expensive than the previous. 

Can We Afford $100T? 
Gross Domestic Product (GDP) worldwide is $96T per year. If we assume inflation and growth are 
zero, to simplify, GDP over 30 years would be $2,880T ($96T x 30yrs). Subsequently, $100T of 
infrastructure, built over 30 years, would consume 3.5% of GDP ($100T / $2,880T).  

https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GDP.MKTP.CD
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We are looking at bonds and bank loans paying for green infrastructure instead of it paying for 
carbon-based infrastructure. For example, we are looking at building wind farms in water, instead of 
building oil drilling platforms in water. Unfortunately, in many cases, green infrastructure costs 
more. For example, we need more windmills than oil drilling platforms. 

Harm from a warmer planet is costly too. For example, damage from sea level rise, damage from 
storms, and damage from dryer land are all costly. Fortunately, the cost of decarbonization is less 
than the cost of a warmer planet. However, decarbonization costs are immediate, and many 
warmer planet costs are several decades away. 

How Smart Are We? 
In many cases, a population favors itself over its future self. Yet to what extent? As evidence of 
climate change increases, support for decarbonization also increases. According to a survey, 67% of 
Americans want to decarbonize. This suggests significant steps will be taken this decade. However, 
will we be smart and decarbonize at the lowest cost? In many cases, this does not occur for a variety 
of reasons, which we explore in later chapters. 

To better direct capital and government policy, the Lab calculates cost and impact of multiple 
decarbonization options. 

How Do We Spend Billions of Dollars to Save Trillions? 
In theory, one can reduce the cost of green infrastructure with more R&D. For this reason, the Lab 
asks top scientists and engineers the following question:  

How might we spend additional hundreds of billions of dollars on R&D, over 
approximately a decade, to save trillions of dollars on green infrastructure? 

The Lab Owns Our Planet's $100T Problem 
The Lab is the only entity responsible for the entire climate problem. This causes it to think 
globally and pursue global strategies. It provides information on how to tackle climate change at 
the lowest cost. It develops technology that reduces decarbonization costs. And it explores how to 
spend billions of dollars to save trillions. 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/climate-environment/2021/11/12/strong-winds-climate-change-have-failed-move-opinions-many-americans/
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4. Nuclear Fusion Moonshot 
There are two types of nuclear power: fission and fusion. Traditional nuclear power plants 
generate electricity with uranium via fission. However, this is not popular due to meltdown risk, 
nuclear waste, nuclear bomb proliferation risk, and cost. Fusion, on the other hand, does not have 
these issues; however, it is still in development. Typical fusion systems maintain a hot plasma in a 
donut-shaped reactor called a tokamak, as illustrated below. 

 
Figure 5.1: Nuclear fusion power station (illustration). 

The First Moonshot 
In 1961, President Kennedy stated he wanted a man on the moon by the end of the decade. In 
response, a program was set up and funded. In theory, a government leader could do the same 
with nuclear fusion power. For example, they could state that commercial fusion must be 
operational within 10 years. This might seem unrealistic. However, notice how many “gadgets” the 
U.S. designed and manufactured between 1939 and 1945.  

Commercial Fusion Moonshot 
“Commercial fusion” refers to generating electricity at a cost comparable to electricity made with 
natural gas or coal. This requires the fusion reactor to run for long durations, without failure, and 
at a low cost. 

A “moonshot” refers to a large R&D initiative that is implemented over a relatively short period of 
time. One might define “fusion moonshot” as: 

Achieve commercial fusion within 10 years. 

Fusion Milestones 
There are three fusion milestones that have not yet been met: 
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• Generate significant amounts of heat, expected ~2025. 
• Generate electricity for less than a day, expected ~2035. 
• Generate electricity commercially at low cost, expected ~2045 without moonshot. 

Heat is Probably Not the Problem 
Reports in national media suggest current fusion reactors do not produce sufficient heat. This is 
true. However, heat increases when one increases the strength of the magnets, and stronger 
magnets were recently developed at MIT. These will be installed into a test reactor soon, and MIT 
hopes to demonstrate sufficient heat in 2025. In other words, heat is probably not the problem.  

So what is the problem? Below are several. 

Challenge #1: Reactor Build Time 
Fusion test reactors typically take many years to build, and this is probably the greatest obstacle to 
commercial fusion. To move rapidly, one might need hundreds, or even thousands of engineers in 
places like China who can build and test quickly.  

What does Elon Musk do after one of his rockets fails in spectacular fashion? He repeats. And after 
dozens of cycles, a working system emerges. To get commercial fusion working quickly, a similar 
approach might be needed. 

Challenge #2: Component Longevity 
To produce electricity at a low cost, a commercial fusion reactor would need to run for long 
durations without failure. To ensure longevity, engineers could run individual components in test 
fixtures at maximum power, or more, to see how and when they break, and then improve as 
needed. This might sound easy; however, doing this with many components takes time and 
requires many engineers. And if a delicate component, such as a magnet, fails prematurely on a 
regular basis, a remedy might not be quick or easy. 

Challenge #3: Disposable Plasma Confinement Chamber 
The heat from a fusion reactor core needs to be moved outward, to create steam, to press on 
turbine fan blades, to produce electricity. The easiest way to do this is to pump fluids, such as 
molten lead or molten salt, toward the hot plasma, and then outward.  

https://news.mit.edu/2021/MIT-CFS-major-advance-toward-fusion-energy-0908
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Figure 5.2: Plasma is surrounded by a reactor “blanket” which removes heat and absorbs 

neutron radiation. 

Neutron radiation from hot plasma weakens surrounding metal for about one meter of 
penetration depth. Consequently, the plasma confinement chamber would need to be replaced 
approximately once a year. This chamber is labeled “blanket” in the above illustration. In other 
words, one might need to fabricate 50 of these chambers over a 50-year period. And fabricating 
these at low cost would probably require automation and molded processes. For example, an 
industrial robot might weld together molded metal panels affixed to a jig on a rotating table.  

It is not difficult for a team of engineers, or even one engineer, to design the mechanics of how a 
fusion reactor fits together. Also, multiple teams could create multiple designs that are later 
selected or merged after being reviewed. However, it is not clear how to identify the best design. 
And after committing to one design, it might take many years to build and test. 

To help verify designs, one could build prototypes quickly that are 1 to 10m3 in size. These might 
not include magnets, and might not maintain the plasma. However, they could verify assembly of 
molded panels via industrial robots, verify pumping of fluids at high pressure, verify moving heat, 
and verify replacing internal components via industrial robots.  

Challenge #4: Remove Heat 
The fusion machine generates two types of heat, both of which need to be removed. One is from 
photons that radiate against the internal surface of the donut-shaped confinement chamber. And 
the other is from neutrons that penetrate beyond that surface and heat the blanket. Penetration 
occurs for about a meter; however, most heating occurs within the first 20cm. The main purpose 
of the blanket is to capture this heat and move it outward, as illustrated in the figure below.  
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Figure 5.3. Blanket absorbs neutrons, moves heat outward, protects external structure from 

neutron damage, and makes more tritium via lithium.  

Typical fusion internal surface heating is 1 megawatt of power per square meter (1MW/m2). This is 
challenging, especially in the presence of strong magnetic fields and neutron radiation. For 
reference, a sunbather incurs 0.001MW/m2 of surfacing heating, and a space ship re-entering the 
atmosphere incurs 500-times more; as illustrated in the figure below.  

 
Figure 5.4. Heating of fusion reactor wall is similar to that of spaceship re-entering earth's 

atmosphere.  

The below figure shows an example concept of how one might move heat via a blanket. Plasma on 
the left radiates photons (red) against silicon carbide metal (SiC) wall (blue). Behind this wall is a 
layer of flowing molten lithium lead (purple) and a layer of flowing molten lithium salt (brown). 
These layers are followed by a ~1m thick reservoir (orange) of molten lithium salt (e.g. FLIBE) that 
absorbs neutron-based volumetric heat and breeds tritium. 

 
Figure 5.5. Neutron radiation from plasma is absorbed by blanket and converted to heat.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/FLiBe
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Cost is somewhat proportional to toroidal volume, and most of the volumetric heat is delivered to 
the first 20cm of volume within the blanket. Therefore, to be economically viable, the machine 
must move approximately 20MW/m3 of energy into this volume via neutrons, and move it out via 
flowing liquid. The average American home consumes ~0.001MW of electricity; therefore, this is 
like moving 20,000 homes worth of electricity into a cubic-meter via radiation, and then moving it 
out via flowing liquid. 

Division: Fusion Moonshot 
The Fusion Moonshot Division tackles its objective with the following strategy: 

• Establish a blue ribbon panel with 5 to 15 of the world's top fusion scientists and engineers. 

• Set up a management team that manages the initiative. More specifically, they oversee 
contracts, purchase orders, invoices, and money. This team might be employed by the Lab, or 
by another organization. 

• The blue ribbon panel determines how to spend money, and the management team is 
instructed to provide them with maximum support. In other words, power is placed in the 
hands of the technical panel and not the management team. And cash is put into the hands of 
the management team, not the panel. 

• All scientists and engineers who receive money are required to make produced materials open 
source (e.g. spreadsheets, designs, simulations, and test data). Subsequently, anyone can view, 
copy, modify and use it in any way; at no cost. Materials are placed on the internet, and 
anyone is welcome to review, rework, or improve. Transparency improves productivity since 
problems are identified more quickly.  

• Scientists and engineers at the world's top 10 fusion research organizations are invited to 
participate. Many are motivated since they receive money in return for work, and they can use 
produced materials. 

• The initiative initially produces multiple paper-only reactor designs, simulations, simple 
prototypes of components, and proposals for more work. If proposals are accepted, they press 
forward.  

How Is This Different? 
After the typical fusion R&D initiative commits to one design and begins construction, money and 
talent focus on building the test reactor instead of more design. Also, most fusion research 
programs focus on the first two milestones (i.e. more heat, remove heat) as opposed to 
commercial fusion (i.e. low cost, reliable, serviceable, automated assembly). Therefore, an 
initiative that focuses on design-only, open source, cost reduction, component longevity, and 
automated fabrication/maintenance would be different from existing fusion development 
initiatives. 

When to Profit? 
If this initiative ultimately leads to a commercial fusion reactor, its design could potentially be 
licensed for manufacture. Licensing revenue could then be fed back to the organizations that 
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designed it. The world's fusion organizations know this. Therefore, they might be inclined to 
convert an open-source initiative to proprietary. For example, top people might stop contributing 
to open source when it is 90% complete, and do the last 10% as proprietary. In other words, a 
philanthropic foundation might get this started open source. However, ultimately, the financial 
interests of governments, investors, companies, and fusion research institutions might cause them 
to lose interest in open source when close to complete (which would be okay). 

To Plan or Not To Plan? 
There are two ways to manage a large development initiative. The traditional method is to 
develop a plan, get it funded, and implement. Alternatively, one can set goals, assemble a top 
team, give them authority, provide funding, and get out of their way. The traditional method 
works well if one knows what needs to be done. Unfortunately, commercial fusion is not well 
understood.   

Achieve Commercial Fusion as Soon as Possible 
ITER is a $25B fusion reactor development program based in France. Their reactor was designed 20 
years ago and is currently obsolete due to advances over the last two decades. If ITER had been 
driven by a goal instead of a plan, it would probably be further along. An example goal might be, 
“achieve commercial fusion as soon as possible given $1B/yr.” 

Group: Energy Gain (Qplasma) 
The Energy Gain Group works on improving energy gain (ratio of energy output and input) both 
theoretically and experimentally. It accepts suggestions for experiments from the fusion 
community, and works with the instrumentation group to better understand plasma. 

Group: Reactor Mechanics 
The Reactor Mechanics Group designs the mechanics of how a reactor fits together, and initially 
does multiple paper-only designs. 

Group: Containment Chamber Automated Fabrication 
The Automated Fabrication Group programs industrial robots to weld together molded metal 
panels that make up the disposable plasma containment chamber, circled below in red. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ITER
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Figure 5.6. The structure that surrounds the plasma is replaced approximately once a year.  

Group: Magnet Longevity 
The magnet longevity group studies how magnets might fail both theoretically and experimentally. 

Group: Instrumentation 
The instrumentation group improves sensing and monitoring systems, to learn more about 
plasma. 

Further Reading 
• When will Fusion Power be Available Commercially?  
• What Might a $10B Fusion R&D Initiative Look Like?  
• What would it take to get Commercial Fusion running this decade?  

https://www.powerelectronicsnews.com/when-will-fusion-power-be-available-commercially/
https://www.eetimes.com/what-might-a-10b-fusion-rd-initiative-look-like/
https://www.eetimes.com/podcasts/what-would-it-take-to-get-commercial-fusion-running-this-decade/
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5. Nuclear Fission Moonshot 
As noted previously, fission is the traditional form of nuclear power and it is not popular due to 
meltdown risk, nuclear waste, nuclear bomb proliferation risk, and high cost. In theory, it could be 
improved. However, could it be improved to the extent required by the pubic? One could explore 
this question within a fission moonshot initiative, perhaps defined as: 

Dramatically increase the production of nuclear fission reactors over the next 10 years in a 
manner that meets the satisfaction of the public. 

How do we Resolve Meltdown Risk? 
Resolving meltdown risk is relatively easy. Some nuclear fuels do not melt when not cooled. This is 
due to additives to the nuclear fuel that cause energy production to decrease when fuel 
temperature exceeds normal operation. This is referred to as “negative temperature coefficient 
fuel”.  

 
Figure 10.1: Illustration of U.K. Hinkley Point C nuclear power station. 

What is the World's Safest Nuclear Fission Reactor? 
If one wants to build reactors quickly, they would need to start with an existing commercial 
reactor, and then copy, or improve and then copy. One would not have time to start from scratch, 
or work with an experimental design.  

To meet the satisfaction of the public, one would need to copy one of the safest nuclear reactors 
in the world, such as China's HTR-PM. Its fuel has the negative temperature coefficient feature, 
and its coolant is non-radioactive helium gas. Subsequently, if coolant escapes, radiation does not 
enter the atmosphere. And if coolant disappears, the reactor does not melt down. Also, its 
containment chamber does not contain water, which means internal pressure from steam cannot 
rupture the chamber. Its fuel is considered safe since it does not react with air or water, and does 
not make them radioactive. 

A variation of HTR-PM is HTR-PM600. This produces 0.66GWe of power and if this was used to 
decarbonized 30% of U.S. electricity over 15 years, for example, one would need to build 16 of 
these each year for 15 years ((500GWe x 30% / 0.6GWe) / 15yrs). 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2095809916301552?via%3Dihub
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/362733960_600-MWe_high-temperature_gas-cooled_reactor_nuclear_power_plant_HTR-PM600
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Cost Reduction via Commoditization 
Currently, the cost of nuclear power in the U.S. and Europe is high due to designing, building and 
certifying one reactor at a time. Alternatively, building many identical systems would cost less. 

Reduce Waste and Reduce Bomb Risk with Thorium Fuel 
Initially, one might work with uranium-based fuel. However, one might also look at a developing 
machines that make thorium fuel. Thorium has less nuclear bomb proliferation risk and less 
nuclear waste. 

The Four Pillars of Green Electricity 
The primary ways of generating electricity without emitting CO2 are solar farms, wind farms, 
hydroelectric dams, and nuclear fission power. Each of these involves challenges. For example, 
wind farms need windy land away from people, solar farms need cleared sunny land, and 
hydroelectric dams need sloped land with running water. Also, the output from wind farms and 
from solar farms is often deficient due to little wind or sun. And one must contend with “not in my 
backyard” (NIMBY), which is when communities resist nearby construction. Fission power also has 
challenges. However, a fission moonshot might be able to resolve these to the extent required by 
the public. To begin, one could establish a goal, pay for proposals that pursue that goal, and then 
fund those proposals. Initial development could be funded at almost any level since it cost little to 
do paper-only designs, calculate costs, and write more proposals.   

Division: Fission Moonshot  
The Fission Moonshot Division develops a program that makes safe reactors quickly by copying an 
extra-safe currently operating commercial reactor. This division could be funded to almost any 
level since it cost little to do paper-only designs, calculate costs, and write more proposals.  

Group: National Fission Strategy  
To meet the satisfaction of the public one must contend with: (a) meltdown risk, (b) nuclear waste, 
(c) nuclear bomb proliferation risk, and (d) high cost. To address the first three concerns, a nation 
could establish stricter safety standards for both new and existing reactors. Otherwise, in many 
cases, new reactors are not likely to be built and existing reactors are likely to be shut down. 
Below is an example safety standard: 

• Loss of coolant does not result in a meltdown via negative temperature coefficient fuel.  
• Nuclear fuel does not react with air or water and does not make them radioactive.  
• The reactor does not produce waste that lasts longer than 500 years. 
• Fuel is proliferation resistant. 
• Existing reactors are rebuilt by the year 20xx to meet a new safety standard or shut down.  

This group is tasked with identifying a national fission strategy that meets the satisfaction of the 
public. It does this by exploring the various options, conducting focus groups, and interviewing 
lawmakers. 
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Group: Fission Reactor Construction  
This group is tasked with developing a program to build many low-cost safe reactors over a 
relatively short period of time. They explore multiple strategies, such as (a) buy multiple copies of 
one design (“standardization”), (b) license one design and allow multiple manufacturers to 
compete (“commoditization”), and (c) have one-time certification and R&D costs absorbed by 
someone who wants to reduce global CO2. 

The HTR-PM site and equipment cost in China are approximately $2.5/Watt. Therefore, their 
equipment is probably ~$1.5/Watt while site construction is probably on the order of ~$1/Watt. 
Subsequently, US/European total would work out to $3.5/Watt if they got their equipment from 
China and local site construction was $2/Watt ($2 + $1.5). This would result in wholesale electricity 
costs of ~4.5¢/kWh in the US/Europe, and ~3.5¢/kWh in China.  

These costs are slightly higher than natural gas-based electricity. If electricity from nuclear power 
cost $0.01/kWh more than from natural gas, and a U.S. homeowner buys $1000 worth of 
electricity each year at $0.14/kWh retail, then replacing 30% would cost an additional $21 each 
year ($1000 x 30% x $0.01 / $0.14). 

Group: Fission Reactor Design 
This group explores improving commercially operating reactors. This includes: (a) adding 
redundancy, (b) adding safety systems, (c) modifying instrumentation, (d) studying and improving 
component longevity, and (e) reducing costs. 

Group: Automated Site Construction  
This group explores different ways to automate the construction of the site, to reduce cost. Site 
construction typically entails excavating to bedrock and pouring concrete reinforced with steel. 
After the site is constructed, nuclear equipment is installed. If equipment costs are low, one would 
need site construction costs to also be low, to get a low total cost. 

Group: Thorium Fuel Chain 
This group is tasked with developing a program that builds machines which process thorium fuel. 
They initially write proposals and build cost models to get a better sense of costs, schedule, 
thorium advantages and thorium disadvantages. For details, click here. 

Conclusion 
The Fission Moonshot Division explores building many safe reactors quickly and in a way that 
meets the satisfaction of the public. And it presses forward if its proposed approach is 
economically, politically and technically feasible. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MKHEm6rbsAo
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6. Carbon Capture and Sequestration (CCS) 
Carbon Capture and Sequestration (CCS) is a process by which CO2 gas is captured and then stored 
or utilized. CCS is of intense interest for several reasons: 

• It reduces CO2 emissions. 

• It helps to maintain the value of carbon-based infrastructure that has already been built and 
possibly paid for (e.g. coal-fired cement factory). 

• It helps to maintain the value of underground carbon-based assets that would otherwise be 
unburnable due to decarbonization (e.g. coal, oil, and natural gas reserves). 

• It provides a way for petroleum companies to utilize their core competencies in a decarbonized 
world since CCS is mechanically similar to natural gas extraction, only in reverse. 

What Is Carbon Capture and Sequestration? 
CCS consists of three steps: Capture, Transport, and Storage.  

• Capture involves extracting CO2 from a stream of gas. For example, one can extract CO2 from 
the exhaust of a facility that burns natural gas to produce electricity. Before capture, 
approximately 10% of this exhaust is CO2, while the rest is mostly nitrogen. Capture entails 
separating the CO2 from the nitrogen. 

• Transport typically involves moving CO2 in pipes.  

• Storage entails placing CO2 underground or using it in some way. The cost of storage is often a 
small percentage of the total CCS cost. 

The cost of extraction increases as the CO2 in the source becomes more dilute. For example, it is 
easier to extract CO2 from ethanol production with 85% CO2 exhaust (~$15/mtCO2 extraction cost) 
than to extract from natural gas-fired electricity generation with 10% CO2 exhaust (~$60/mtCO2). 
Even more difficult is Direct-Air-Capture (DAC), which involves extracting CO2 from the 
atmosphere. Air contains 0.042% (420ppm) CO2 and extraction costs several hundred $/mtCO2.   

To store, one typically converts CO2 gas to a liquid with ≥72 atm (1058 psi) pressure, and injects 
the liquid 800 meters or more below the surface. One injects to sites that already have fluids at 
these pressures, which indicates they can hold pressure. Existing oil and natural gas fields are 
often good candidates since their underground dynamics are already well understood.  

When one compresses CO2 into a liquid, volume decreases 3000-to-1, and density becomes similar 
to water (i.e. one cubic meter weighs approximately one metric ton). In theory, one could store a 
year's worth of the world's CO2 in a 21km diameter underground cylinder that is 100m tall 
(34Gt/yr global CO2 = h x π x r2 = 100m x 3.14 x 10,400m^2).   

What Limits CCS? 
Currently, 40 million tons of CO2 are processed by CCS each year worldwide (40Mt/yr). However, 
global CO2 emissions are approximately 1000 times more. CCS at large scales is not limited by the 
availability of underground storage, nor is it limited by technology. CCS has not progressed further 

https://www.globalccsinstitute.com/about/what-is-ccs/capture/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flue_gas
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Direct_air_capture
https://climate.nasa.gov/vital-signs/carbon-dioxide/
https://netl.doe.gov/coal/carbon-storage/faqs/carbon-storage-faqs
https://www.energy.gov/sites/prod/files/2017/01/f34/Workshop%20Report--Siting%20and%20Regulating%20Carbon%20Capture%2C%20Utilization%20and%20Storage%20Infrastructure.pdf
https://www.sciencedirect.com/sdfe/reader/pii/S2211467X18300634/pdf
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due to: (a) a lack of government intervention that forces markets to absorb this additional cost, (b) 
lower costs methods of decarbonization, and (c) lower cost methods of obtaining green heat. 

CCS Must Compete with the Decarbonization of Electrical Power Generation  
CCS must complete with electricity decarbonization, where the cost to reduce CO2 is less. More 
specifically, the cost to reduce CO2 when building a solar farm or wind farm is typically $10 to 
$50/mtCO2, while the cost to reduce CO2 with CCS is typically $100 to $150/mtCO2. In other words, 
if one is paying money to reduce CO2, they would favor decarbonizing electricity over CCS since 
each additional dollar goes further. And after electrical power is decarbonized, one could look at 
implementing CCS at large scales. 

CCS Must Compete with Heat Created with Green Electricity 
If one has a heat-driven industrial process that burns coal or natural gas, one might consider 
decarbonization via CCS. Alternatively, one might make heat with green electricity derived from a 
solar farm or a wind farm. Obviously the lowest cost approach would be favored. In other words, 
CCS ultimately needs to compete with green electricity. 

Green electricity typically costs $0.035/kWh. The wholesale cost of heat from burning natural gas 
is approximately $3 per gigajoule (GJ) of energy ($3.40/mcf x 0.9 mcf/GJ). The wholesale cost of 
heat from burning coal is approximately $2 per GJ of energy ($57/ton x 0.037 GJ/ton). The cost of 
heat from electricity produced by a solar farm or wind farm is approximately $10/GJ ($0.035/kWh 
x 277 kWh/GJ). The CO2 emissions from burning 1GJ of natural gas is approximately 0.05 metric 
tons. And the CO2 emissions from burning 1GJ of coal is approximately 0.098 metric tons.  

We can do a little math to calculate decarbonization cost of approximately $140 per metric ton of 
CO2 reduced when replacing natural gas based heat with green electricity based heat (($10 - $3) / 
0.05), and approximately $80 per metric ton of CO2 reduced when replacing coal based heat with 
green electricity based heat (($10 - $2) / 0.098). In other words, when decarbonizing industrial 
processes that burn coal, it typically cost less to do this with green electricity than it does with CCS. 
However, when decarbonizing processes that burn natural gas, green electricity and CCS typically 
have similar decarbonization costs.  

If a cost-reduced nuclear reactor is available, then direct heat from the reactor would probably 
cost less than CCS and green electricity. In other words, in a green new world, nations averse to 
nuclear might be at an economic disadvantage relative to those who are receptive. 

What Would It Cost to Capture 30% of the World's CO2? 
The world currently emits approximately 34Gt/yr of CO2. If 10Gt/yr were processed via CCS at a 
cost of $100-per-ton, for example, then the total cost worldwide would be $1T each year (10G x 
$100). If the U.S. handled 16%, cost would be $160B each year after it had been built out to the 
1.6Gt/yr level. If built over 10 years, the cost would be $16B in year #1, $32B in year #2, and 
$160B/yr after year #10. The public is not comfortable with these numbers, and less expensive 
ways to reduce CO2 exist. Therefore, R&D is needed to reduce CCS costs. 

https://www.powerelectronicsnews.com/nuclear-power-is-inevitable-yet-not-everywhere/%5d),
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Division: Carbon, Capture and Sequestration R&D (CCS) 
A reasonable CCS strategy assumes government intervention eventually pushes decarbonization 
forward in increasing cost-to-avoid-a-ton-of-CO2 order and prepares accordingly. Preparation can 
be broken into several types: 

• Increase R&D that reduces the cost of capture, transport, and storage. 

• Build databases of potential decarbonization projects worldwide that include CCS. 

• Build models that design piping networks that transport CO2 from sources to storage. 

• Build systems that track the production, distribution, and consumption of green commodities. 
This includes electricity, chemicals and materials. 

Groups within the CCS Division are describes as follows: 

Group: CO2 Extraction R&D 
This group explores how to reduce the cost of extracting CO2 from an exhaust stream (e.g. 
extract CO2 from a gas that is mostly nitrogen and 3% to 15% CO2). 

Group: CO2 Absorption Solvents 
This group studies solvents that absorb CO2.  

Group: High Temperature Heat Pump 
This group explores how to reduce the cost of heat pumps that operate at solvent vaporization 
temperatures (e.g. ~120°C). These help to transfer waste heat from a CO2-free batch of 
gaseous solvent to a CO2-rich batch of liquid solvent at a similar temperature. 

Group: CO2 Transportation 
This group explores how to reduce the cost of CO2 transportation (e.g. gas under pressure 
within a pipe). 

Group: Underground CO2 Storage 
This group explores how to reduce the cost of underground CO2 storage. 

Group: Global CO2 Point Source Database 
This group maintains databases of facilities worldwide that burn carbon-based fuels to make 
electricity, chemicals and materials.  

Group: Global CO2 Storage Database 
This group maintains databases of sites that could potentially store CO2.  

Group: CO2 Pipe Network Design 
This group writes software that calculates where one might place CO2 pipes worldwide given 
different ways that CCS might unfold. 

https://www.intechopen.com/chapters/57510
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Group: Global CCS Planning 
This group creates software that calculates the lowest cost way to decarbonize facilities that 
burn carbon-based fuels worldwide. These sites create heat to produce electricity, materials 
and chemicals. Both CCS and replacing carbon-based fuels with green electricity-based heat 
are considered. This group simulates how, when and where decarbonization might occur given 
different driving forces such as government requirements, subsidies and carbon taxes. This 
helps to determine where to place supporting infrastructure such as CO2 storage sites and CO2 
pipe networks. 

Further Reading 
• What is our Long Term CCS Strategy? 

 
 

https://www.powerelectronicsnews.com/what-is-our-long-term-ccs-strategy/
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7. Direct Air Capture (DAC) 
Direct-Air-Capture (DAC) entails extracting CO2 from atmosphere and using it or storing it in some 
way. 

The Sea Level Rise Problem 
Eventually our civilization will stop putting CO2 into the atmosphere, perhaps 30 to 70 years from 
now, and the planet will stop warming. However, after we stop emitting CO2, the additional 
temperature will hover for thousands of years as the CO2 slowly falls back to earth, and the 
temperature slowly reverts back to its original level. 

As the elevated temperature hovers, it will slowly melt a 2000 meter-thick slab of ice on Antarctica 
(i.e. the South Pole). And this will cause the sea to rise and cover coastal cities. Sea level is 
expected to rise slowly. Perhaps one to two meters every 100 years. However, after 30 to 300 
years, this will be a problem for many coastal areas. 

Two CO2 Problems 
In a sense, we are dealing with two CO2 problems. One is the immediate impact of higher global 
temperatures that cause the land to become drier and cause storms to become more intense. And 
the other is the long-term problem of melting South Pole ice that causes the sea to rise one to two 
meters every 100 years. The first problem is addressed by reducing CO2 emissions now. And the 
second problem is addressed with Direct Air Capture (DAC), perhaps over hundreds of years, 
starting several decades from now.  

DAC Strategy 
Over the next few decades DAC will not be done at large scales since extracting CO2 from a gas 
that is 0.04% CO2 (i.e. atmosphere) cost more than extracting CO2 from a gas that is 10% CO2 via 
CCS (e.g. exhaust from burning natural gas to produce electricity). And it is unlikely CCS will be 
done at large scales in the near future since it cost less to reduce CO2 by building a solar farm or a 
wind farm. Therefore, a reasonable DAC strategy is to cost-reduce DAC with R&D, to prepare for 
the day when electrical power generation has been decarbonized, and atmosphere is the densest 
source of CO2. 

Division: Direct Air Capture R&D (DAC) 
This division does research on how to reduce the cost of DAC. 

Further Reading 
• What is our Long Term CCS Strategy? 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sea_level_rise#Long-term_sea_level_rise
https://www.powerelectronicsnews.com/what-is-our-long-term-ccs-strategy/
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8. Tackling Climate the Right Way 
Reducing CO2 “the right way” involves doing so at the lowest cost and at large scales.   

Decarbonization Scale and Cost 
Current CO2 emissions from the U.S. are approximately 5 billion tons a year, and many Americans 
want to reduce significantly over several decades. The below theoretical CO2 vs. time graph shows 
what this would look like if it occurred at a constant rate over 30 years. 

 
Figure 8.1: Theoretical U.S. decarbonization over 30 years at a constant rate. 

When implementing the above Green Line, one must contend with two important parameters: 
Decarbonization Cost and Decarbonization Scale. 

Decarbonization Cost refers to the amount of money required to reduce CO2 and is typically 
measured in dollars per metric ton of CO2 reduced ($/mtCO2).  

Decarbonization Scale, on the other hand, refers to the amount of CO2 emissions that are reduced 
each year. For example, if the goal is to eliminate the U.S. 5 billion ton per year emissions over a 
30 year period, then one would need to reduce by ~170 million tons each year on average. This is 
because 5 billion divided by 30 years is ~170 million. 

Three Areas that Need Decarbonizing 
There are roughly three areas that need decarbonizing: (a) electrical power generation, (b) 
fabrication of materials and chemicals, and (c) transportation.  Electricity can be decarbonized now 
at large scales and low costs; whereas other areas have a scale problem, a cost problem, or both. 
And one can improve the other areas with R&D while decarbonizing electricity. 
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Electrical Power Generation is Ready to Decarbonize at Large Scales and Low Costs 
In the near future there is only one way to reduce CO2 emissions at low cost (e.g. < $50/mtCO2), 
large scales (e.g. 170M ton/yr reduction in the U.S.) and with government oversite. This is to enact 
laws that require power companies to decarbonize electrical power generation. These companies 
typically do this by building new solar farms, new wind farms and new hydroelectric dams. And 
this causes less natural gas and less coal to be burned for electricity. 

Already the state of California requires their power company to decarbonize power generation by 
approximately 3% each year. For example, if 50% of their electricity is green today, then 53% 
would be green after one year, 56% after two years, etc. If this was implemented at the federal 
level and increased to a rate of 6% each year, it would be possible to reduce emissions by 
approximately 170 million tons each year for approximately 9 years, and do the Green Line at the 
lowest cost. 

Transportation is Not Ready to Decarbonize at Large Scales and Low Costs 
The U.S. currently makes approximately 1 million EVs each year and each EV reduces CO2 
approximately 3.5 tons a year. This reduces CO2 emissions by 3.5 million tons each year (1M x 
3.5mt) and is far short of the 170 million needed to get to zero over several decades. In other 
words, we currently have a Scale problem with transportation. One might look at increasing 
production; however, this would entail trying to keep the cost of rare materials down as increased 
consumption makes them more rare.  

According to the U.S. Government, the average EV cost $0.47/mile, the average gas car cost 
$0.30/mile, the average EV emissions is 179gCO2/mile (grams of CO2 emissions per mile), and the 
average gas car emissions is 425gCO2/mile. One can do a little math to calculate decarbonization 
cost of $691 per metric ton of CO2 reduced (($0.47 - $0.30) / ((0.425 - 0.179) / 1000)). In other 
words, transportation currently has a Decarbonization Cost problem.  

The Lab tackles transportation with R&D, as we explain later. 

Heat Driven Manufacturing is Not Ready to Decarbonize at Large Scales and Low 
Costs 
Many manufacturing processes use high-temperature heat to make chemicals (e.g. hydrogen, 
ammonia) and to make materials (e.g. plastics, metals, ceramics, glass, cement). 

One can replace heat made by burning coal or natural gas with heat made with green electricity. 
However, as discussed in the CCS chapter, this cost ~$140 per metric ton of CO2 reduced when 
replacing heat made with natural gas, and ~$80/mtCO2 when replacing heat made with coal.  

Decarbonizing electrical power generation (e.g. building solar farms and wind farms) typically costs 
$10 to $50/mtCO2. In other words, if one is paying money to reduce CO2 in the near future, they 
would probably favor decarbonizing electrical power generation over heat driven manufacturing 
since it costs less. And after electrical power generation is decarbonized, society is likely to tackle 
material and chemical fabrication at large scales.   

https://atb.nrel.gov/transportation/2020/data
https://www.powerelectronicsnews.com/car-costs-and-co2-are-complicated/%5d
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Tracking Systems Are Needed 
If we had a market for green cement (i.e. made without emitting CO2) and non-green cement, then 
“entrepreneurs” would move the lower cost non-green cement to a green cement warehouse (at 
3am). Economists refer to this as “shuffle”. In other words, it is easier to claim a product is green, 
than to actually make a green product. To deal with this, one would need an international system 
that tracks the production, transportation, storage and consumption of materials and chemicals. 
This system does not exist; however, in theory, it could be developed. Electricity does not have 
this problem since electrical power meters and anti-tamper laws are already in place. 

Two Phase Decarbonization Strategy 
If the U.S. wanted to reduce 170M tons each year over 30 years at the lowest cost, it would end up 
with two decarbonization phases. Phase I would be approximately 9 years and would be achieved 
mostly with electrical power decarbonization. And the following 21 year Phase II would involve 
other areas that are more costly. To better prepare for Phase II, one could do more R&D during 
Phase I.  

 
Figure 8.2: Two Phase Decarbonization Strategy. 

What Does this Cost? 
Yet how much would this cost the consumer? The answer is complicated since required 
decarbonization would result in reducing the consumption of natural gas, and this would cause the 
price of this fuel to decrease. And savings from lower fuel costs would offset the cost of building 
more solar farms and wind farms. Yet to what extent? 

To get an accurate assessment one would need government engineers to calculate the impact of 
specific decarbonization legislation on fuel price. In theory, lawmakers can request this; however, 
government engineers' ability to satisfy requests is limited by their time. For an example of what a 
request might look like, visit www.APlanToSaveThePlanet.org/study 

https://www.aplantosavetheplanet.org/study
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If one does not model the impact on fuel price and one decarbonizes at $40-per-ton of CO2 
reduced, for example, then 170M tons would cost the U.S. $7B in year #1 (170Mt x $40), 340M 
tons would cost $14B in year #2, 510M tons would cost $21B in year #3, etc. This would cost each 
U.S. citizen $20 in year #1 ($7Bt / 330M population), $40 in year #2, $60 in year #3, etc. In the 
typical case, this would pay the mortgage on new solar farms and new wind farms, minus the cost 
of carbon-based fuel that was not burned due to being replaced with green electricity. Ultimately, 
these costs would appear as an increase in the cost of goods and services. 

 
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 

Cost/Person/Yr $20 $40 $60 

CO2 Reduced 170M tons 340M tons 510M tons 

Figure 8.3: Decarbonization cost per person per year. 

Decarbonize in Lowest Cost Order 
In theory, one can tackle climate change in the lowest cost order. For example, tackle $10/mtCO2 
projects first, followed by $13/mtCO2, etc.  If one uses the fruit analogy, this entails consuming the 
lowest hanging fruit first, followed by the layer above. 

Evidence of climate change increases each year; therefore, tolerance of decarbonization costs are 
also likely to increase. To decarbonize, costs need to stay below tolerance of costs as one goes 
through time. For this reason, decarbonizing in lowest cost order might be required by the public. 

There are not enough Democrats from U.S. states who benefit economically from decarbonization; 
therefore, a real climate law would need support from Republicans concerned about climate.  

Republicans only support lowest cost decarbonization. For example, they oppose gov't 
intervention that promotes: (a) residential solar, (b) electric cars, and (c) restrictions on oil drilling. 
These reduce CO2, yet not at lowest cost. In effect, Republicans require lowest cost order; and 
their support is required to form a majority.   

What does a Real Climate Law Look Like? 
A federal law that decarbonizes in lowest cost order might consists of three main provisions: 

1. CO2 emissions from human activity are required to decrease to zero, over 30 years, at a 
constant rate, at the lowest cost, and in lowest cost order (i.e. follow the Green Line). 

2. U.S. electricity is required to decarbonize at 6% per year, over a period of 9 years, at lowest 
cost. For example, 38% of electricity is made without emitting CO2 today, 44% after year #1, 
50% after year #2, etc. In other words, power companies are required to build more solar 
farms, more wind farms, etc. 

3. A new R&D laboratory is set up to further reduce decarbonization costs. 

Political Support 
As of this writing, political support for such a law does not exist. However, as evidence of climate 
change increases each year, it is likely legislation such as this will be enacted some time this decade. 
Yet will it tackle climate change at the lowest cost? Past legislative efforts suggests this is doubtful. 

https://www.epa.gov/system/files/documents/2022-04/fastfacts-1990-2020.pdf
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Planet Saving Websites 
Suppose a region is considering decarbonizing X% of electricity each year over a period of Y years. 
To assess impact, one would need to calculate: (a) lowest cost approach, (b) amount of CO2 
reduced, (c) cost per ton of CO2 reduced, (d) cost per person per year, (e) savings due to lower fuel 
price, (f) number of jobs gained and lost, and their locations.  

Currently, this information is not easily obtained. Therefore, a website is needed that calculates the 
above parameters after the user specifies X, Y, and region. 

Doing detailed modeling for all nations, regions, and metropolitan areas worldwide might cost 
many millions of dollars. However, without this website, lowest-cost global decarbonization might 
be impossible. 

The Lab's Role 
The Lab is responsible for maintaining global databases of: (a) energy consumers, (b) existing 
carbon suppliers, and (c) potential new green energy suppliers. Consumers included factories that 
burn coal and electrical power plants that burn natural gas. Carbon suppliers include facilities that 
produce coal and facilities that produce natural gas. And potential new green energy suppliers 
include databases of areas that could potentially support windmills (“wind supply”) and solar 
farms (“solar supply”). Software uses databases to calculate the cost and impact of different 
climate policies, and displays the results at a website. 

For details, see www.APlanToSaveThePlanet.org/study 

https://www.aplantosavetheplanet.org/study
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9. Tackling Climate the Wrong Way 
Tackling climate change “the wrong way” involves doing so at high costs, low scales, and without 
broad political support. 

Past U.S. Decarbonization Efforts Have Been Deficient 
The amount of U.S. green electricity as a percentage of total increased from 35% to 37% over the 
last 5 years. In other words, U.S. electricity is decarbonizing at a rate of 0.5% each year ((37.6% - 
35.4%) / 4yrs). Alternatively, if the U.S. fully decarbonized its electricity over 10 years, for example, 
this increase would need to be 6% each year ((100% - 38%) / 10yrs)). Other countries, like China, 
are similar. 

Future U.S. Decarbonization Efforts are Expected to be Deficient 
The U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) is an organization within the U.S. government 
that studies energy and CO2 emissions. They expect CO2 emissions over the next 30 years to 
remain approximately constant, as shown in the graph below. In other words, according to the 
U.S. government, the U.S. is not reducing CO2 emissions to zero. Other countries are similar.  

 
Figure 9.1: U.S. government's official projection of CO2 emissions from the U.S. over the next 30 

years in units of billions of tons each year 

The reader may have seen decarbonization scenarios that show CO2 emissions dropping to zero 
over several decades. These show what would happen if decarbonization did occur, an example of 
which is the Green Line in the previous graph. Projections, on the other hand, are based on 
existing laws and observed behavior. 

Decarbonization does Not Occur Unless Required by Law 
If a consumer has a choice between buying a product that emits CO2, and buying a product that 
does not, they often ignore CO2 and select the lower cost option. Many people consider their own 
CO2 to be insignificant, and prefer the world's other inhabitants buy green and pay more. This is 
observed behavior, and is consistent with economic theory. Subsequently, to do the Green Line, 
decarbonization would need to be required by law. 

http://www.ma2life.org/g/pic/plan/us_electricity_generation.png
http://www.ma2life.org/g/pic/plan/china_electricity_last_5yrs.png
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Energy_Information_Administration
https://www.eia.gov/outlooks/aeo/pdf/AEO2022_ChartLibrary_Emissions.pdf
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The Prisoners Dilemma Problem 
A person, city, state or nation can decarbonize to zero while CO2 emissions from the rest of the 
world causes them harm. In other words, eliminating one's own CO2 has close to no impact. 
Subsequently, many people are not inclined to incur additional decarbonization costs. Economists 
refer to this as a “prisoner's dilemma” problem. 

The trade deficit between the U.S. and China is an example of prisoner's dilemma. Americans 
complain about the deficit while buying Chinese made products at Walmart. In response, U.S. 
manufacturers occasionally promote “Made in USA”. However, this is largely ignored. In other 
words, consumers favor lowest cost since one person buying American-made has close to no 
impact. 

The Rising Global GDP Problem 
If 100% of global infrastructure was replaced over 30 years at a constant rate, for example, then 
3.3% would be replaced each year (100% / 30yrs). Global gross domestic product (GDP) increases 
approximately 3% each year. Therefore, to keep up with GDP growth and decarbonization, one 
would need to build green at a rate of 6.3%/yr (3% + 3.3%). This is not happening, and this is one 
reason why global CO2 emissions are increasing. 

Carbon Offsets, Not Really 
Many companies want to report they emit little or no CO2. To do this, they pay organizations to 
supposedly reduce CO2 emissions, to offset their own emissions. These are referred to as “carbon 
offsets”, and they often sell for $3 to $5 per metric ton of CO2 reduced. 

Unfortunately, there are many offset schemes that are economically invalid, scientifically invalid, 
or fraudulent. For example, if someone is paid to not do tree farming on one parcel of land, to 
supposedly reduce CO2, tree farming will be done elsewhere. This is due to lumber production 
being set by demand. In other words, if one parcel of land is blocked, the home builder will get his 
2x4 boards from a different parcel of land.  

Some schemes supposedly reduce CO2 by planting trees. However, this only works if the trees and 
their offspring persists for thousands of years at no additional cost, which is often unlikely. 

Capital needs to flow to where it is needed most. Therefore, government should consider shutting 
down schemes with inaccurate claims.  

Corporate Social Responsibility, Not Really 
Some companies buy carbon offsets that match their own CO2 emissions. This is referred to as 
“net zero,” and it is often done to appear more socially responsible. Also, these companies must 
decide if they want to pay more, and be at real net zero, or pay less and be at less than net zero. 
For example, a company that emits 10 million tons of CO2 each year could buy $15-per-ton real 
offsets for $150M each year, or $3-per-ton fraudulent offsets for $30M. In both cases, they report 
net zero. However, in the latter case, their profit is $120M higher. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prisoner%27s_dilemma
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6p8zAbFKpW0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6p8zAbFKpW0
https://www.greenbiz.com/article/carbon-offset-prices-set-increase-tenfold-2030
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Replace Carbon, Do Not Block Carbon 
Environmentalists sometimes advocate restricting the production of carbon-based fuels. For 
example, they might advocate reducing the number of drilling permits for natural gas. At first 
glance, this might seem reasonable. However, it does not reduce CO2 at the lowest cost. Instead, it 
leads to fuel shortages, high fuel prices, inflation, high-interest rates, and increased risk of 
recession.  

To decarbonize at the lowest cost, one must build a solar farm or a wind farm before reducing the 
output of the nearby carbon-based power plant. In other words, replace carbon, do not block 
carbon.  

Block vs. Replace 
Now, let's compare block with replace. Suppose we block carbon and create an oil shortage that 
causes the price to increase by $10 per barrel. The U.S. consumes 7.2B barrels each year; 
therefore, this would cost $72B each year.  

Alternatively, one could use the $72B to build solar farms. They cost approximately $1.12-per-watt 
(CAPEX, NREL, 2022). Therefore, one could build 64GW of solar with $72B ($1.12 x 64GW). Over a 
year, they typically produce 2,334 watt-hours of electricity for each watt of capacity. Therefore, 
this would produce 149 TWh of electricity each year (64GW x 2,334).  

When one replaces 1 TWh of natural gas based electricity with green electricity, CO2 emissions 
decrease by 0.41 million tons. Therefore, this would reduce CO2 by 61 million tons each year (149 
TWh x 0.41 MtCO2).  

One can typically sell electricity wholesale for approximately $0.03/kWh. Therefore, this solar farm 
would produce 4.5 billion dollars of revenue each year for 30 years ($0.03 x 149e12 x 0.001). What 
would you prefer? 

a) Pay $72B with little benefit. 
b) Pay $72B to reduce CO2 by 61Mt/yr and receive $4.5B/yr for 30 years. 

Creating a shortage that increases price is almost always a terrible way to solve a problem. 

Subsidizes Are Not Efficient 
Consumers typically disfavor green products because they cost more. However, in theory, 
government can change this by paying a portion. This is referred to as a “subsidy” and it is typically 
implemented with a percentage of electricity revenue or percentage of equipment cost that are 
offset with a tax credit.  

The goal is to cross over a tipping point where the subsidized green product costs less than the 
carbon-based product. This works fine in theory; however, prices of both green and carbon-based 
products typically vary over time and place. For example, the price of natural gas in the U.S. varied 
between 2¢ and 4¢/kWh between 2017 and 2021 (i.e. fuel cost per kWh of electricity) and was 
20% more in California than nearby Utah.  

Due to these fluctuations, fixed subsidies are often not helpful, or are too helpful. For example, if 
the green premium starts at +1.5¢ (i.e. difference between green product and carbon-based 
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product), then lowering it to +0.5¢ with a 1¢ subsidy still does not make the green product 
cheaper. Or if the green premium starts at +0.5¢, then lowering it to -0.5¢ with a 1¢ subsidy 
wastes public money.  

Subsidizing electricity is tricky since natural gas consumption decreases when it is replaced by 
renewables. And this causes its price to decrease, which causes the green premium to increase, 
which leads to an ineffective subsidy. In other words, if the subsidy is working, it will eventually 
stop working.  

Taxes Are Not Efficient 
Taxes designed to change behavior are often inefficient. For example, a 0.1¢ tax on non-green 
electricity (per kWh) will not reduce much CO2 if the green premium is 1¢ (i.e. the subsidized price 
is still 0.9¢ away from the tipping point). However, the market is forced to incur an additional 0.1¢ 
expense, which ultimately leads to a high decarbonization cost.  

Required Electricity Decarbonization is the Lowest Cost Approach 
Instead of subsidies or carbon taxes, one can require power companies to obtain more green 
electricity each year. This avoids the above-stated problems, and power company engineers can 
implement at the lowest cost. Already, many U.S. states have green electricity requirements. They 
are commonly referred to as “Renewable Portfolio Standards” (RPS). However, they are not 
federal and are often undersized relative to what is needed. 

Our Economic Decarbonization Strategy Is Flawed 
The current economic decarbonization strategy is to encourage individuals, companies, cities, and 
states to reduce CO2 emissions. At first glance, this might seem reasonable. However, it is flawed 
since these entities rarely have the physical ability to do this at the lowest cost. This is like asking a 
city mayor to build a car from scratch in the local shop. Can he do it? Yes. However, it might cost 
him 100 times more than factory mass production. Instead, the mayor should let the automobile 
industry handle mass production in the same way we should let power companies decarbonize at 
massive sales and at lowest costs. 

Here's another example. Imagine trying to place 20 solar panels onto a million different homes. 
One would incur project overhead cost a million times (e.g. customer acquisition, system design, 
permitting, inspection, etc.). Alternatively, if one installs 20 million panels at a large solar farm, 
they would not see overhead every 20 panels. This is why solar farm cost-per-unit-electricity is 
approximately 3-times less than residential solar. 

Decarbonization Politics 
There are two kinds of regions -- those that produce and export carbon-based fuels, and those that 
import fuels. One might think of these as fuel exporters and fuel importers.  

In many cases, regions that produce a fuel will not politically support eliminating it.  

Fuel exporters are hurt by decarbonization. However, the opposite is true for importers. They 
benefit in two ways: 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Renewable_portfolio_standard
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1.  Local green jobs are created when nearby wind and solar farms are constructed. This occurs 
while carbon jobs are lost elsewhere. 

2. Money is saved when decarbonization causes fuel prices to decrease, due to less fuel 
consumption, due to decarbonization.  

Fuel Producing Regions in the U.S. 
The maps below indicate where fuels are produced in the U.S. Two-thirds of U.S. states do not 
produce natural gas or coal. In other words, more than half of U.S. lawmakers are not likely to 
resist significant electricity decarbonization.  

 
Figure 9.2: U.S. suppliers of oil, coal and natural gas. 

Our Political Decarbonization Strategy Is Flawed 
Existing decarbonization legislation in the U.S. was drafted by a political coalition of 
environmentalist, labor unions, domestic manufacturers, and the automobile industry. At first 
glance, this might seem reasonable. However, it is fundamentally flawed since labor and 
manufacturers must focus on their own financial interests, not getting to zero at the lowest cost.  

Alternatively, to decarbonize electricity at the lowest cost, one would need a coalition of 
lawmakers that benefit from exactly that, lowest-cost electricity decarbonization. This is not labor 
or auto. Instead, this would be the two-thirds of the U.S. states that import natural gas and coal. 

The Hi-Jacking of Climate 
Many organizations use climate to make money. For example, domestic manufacturers have 
encouraged government to subsidize the making of solar panels in the U.S. Unfortunately, making 
panels in the U.S. instead of China does not reduce CO2. Ironically, many provisions within climate 
legislation do not reduce CO2, or do not do so at the lowest cost. And instead they implement 
protectionism (i.e. favor domestic manufacturers over foreign). 

Lawmakers Need to Be Better Informed 
To fix the climate problem, federal lawmakers need to realize three things: 

a) Lawmakers need to lead (e.g. require electricity decarbonization and more R&D) instead of 
delegate to cities, states, companies, and domestic manufacturers.  

b) In order to gain the support of Republicans concerned about climate, decarbonization 
legislation must rely on R&D and on markets (e.g. builders of solar farms and wind farms 
compete with each other to drive down costs). 

http://www.ma2life.org/g/pic/plan/coal_oil_natural_gas_eia.png
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c) Majority support is likely to come from regions that import carbon-based fuels. 

What is the Lab's Role? 
As we discuss in later chapters, the Lab calculates the decarbonization costs of different policies to 
help identify the lowest cost approach. 
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10. Decarbonization Website 
To calculate the effect of U.S. decarbonization legislation, one typically needs help from engineers 
at the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) and the U.S. National Renewable Energy 
Laboratory (NREL). In theory, U.S. lawmakers can request a graph that shows projected U.S. CO2 
emissions, with and without a government initiative. The difference between the two is the effect 
of the initiative. A theoretical example is shown below.   

 
Figure 10.1: Conceptual projection of CO2 emissions, with and without a decarbonization 

initiative. 

The difference between the two plots is the amount of CO2 reduced each year due to the initiative 
(e.g. GtCO2/yr). And one can divide this difference by the cost of the initiative ($/yr) to calculate 
the cost to reduce emissions by one metric ton of CO2 ($/mtCO2). Also, one can divide cost ($/yr) 
by population to calculate cost-per-person-per-year ($/person/yr).  

One can calculate cost and impact of many different initiatives. For example, “What happens when 
5% of electricity is required to decarbonize each year?” Or 3% each year? In theory, multiple 
reports could identify how to get to zero at lowest cost.  

Change the Climate with a Website 
A website could potentially analyze different policies in different countries. For example, it could 
look at what happens when electricity is required to decarbonize at X percent-per-year at lowest 
cost, over Y years, in country Z. Anyone with a web browser could then specify X, Y, and Z and 
instantly see cost and impact. 

A website could also support individual states and metropolitan areas. For example, state and city 
officials might want to see the cost and impact of different amounts of required decarbonization. 

Calculation models already exist. For example, the U.S. government has a model called “NEMS”, 
and it can be downloaded for free. However, website user interface, support for user input, 
support for different regions is lacking.   

https://www.eia.gov/outlooks/aeo/nems/documentation/
https://www.eia.gov/outlooks/aeo/info_nems_archive.php
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Trust is Required 
Many models are not trusted and are subsequently ignored. However, much can be done to elicit 
trust. This includes: (a) building on top of existing models that are already trusted by government, 
(b) collaborating with government engineers, (c) requiring materials be made open source, (d) 
paying scientists to review models, (e) requiring reviews be made public, and (f) paying others to 
copy and improve.  

Developing a trusted system might cost 10-times more than developing an ignored system. 

Some Regions Make Money by Decarbonizing 
Modeling different cities and regions is important since some make money by decarbonizing, and 
these need to be identified. For example, pipes that carry natural gas into the city of Boston, MA, 
USA are too small. And this has created a regional natural gas shortage, which has increased the 
price of natural gas and electricity. If Boston decarbonized electricity, the local price of natural gas 
and electricity would decrease. 

States that import carbon-based fuels would probably benefit from lower fuel prices, and are 
therefore more inclined to support the Green Line. The same is true with nations that import fuel. 
For this reason, it would be helpful to have websites that identifies cities, regions and nations that 
economically benefit from decarbonization. They would then be more inclined to decarbonize 
locally, and to form coalitions that support decarbonization.  

Planet Saving Website 
Below is an illustration of a website that calculates the cost and impact of a user defined climate 
strategy. This is not a real website, only a concept. 

  
Figure 10.2: Conceptual illustration of website that calculates impact of decarbonization policy. 
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One might begin by modeling green electricity subsidies (e.g. subsidize green electricity by X 
¢/kWh) and green electricity requirements (e.g. electricity is required to decarbonize at Y %/yr). 
And calculate cost of initiative, cost-per-person, CO2 reduced, decarbonization cost ($/mtCO2), 
natural gas price, coal price, savings-per-person due to cheaper fuel, number of carbon jobs-lost, 
number of green jobs-added, and locations of lost and added jobs. 

Doing the Green Line at the Lowest Cost 
The Green Line would be more feasible if voters had a better sense of cost-per-person and 
lawmakers had a better sense of how jobs-gained offset jobs-lost. Or in the case of regions that 
import fuel, how job-gained are local, and jobs-lost are elsewhere.  

Creating databases, models, and simulations for many regions worldwide and many policy options 
would require hundreds or thousands of engineers. This might seem excessive. However, the 
alternative is to encourage people, companies and regions to decarbonize. And, as discussed 
previously, these entities rarely have the ability to do so at lowest cost. In other words, it is 
probably less costly to accurately model lowest-cost decarbonization, and have these models drive 
policy, than to operate blindly and pay more. 

Climate Change Policy Options 
Policy options can reduce decarbonization costs. Below are several examples. 

• Establish a government office with authority to amend electricity purchase agreements 
between electricity customers and carbon-based power plants, so that customers can more 
easily replace carbon-based electricity with green electricity. 

• Establish a government office with authority to replace existing power transmission lines with 
larger lines on a wider tract of land. For details, see the “Automate the Construction of Power 
Transmission Towers” chapter. 

• Set up a green energy production zone program where communities voluntarily join to 
increase economic activity. In these zones, land-owners have the right to build solar farms and 
wind farms, a government office has the authority to demand right of way for new power 
transmission lines, etc.  

Lowest Cost Decarbonization Package for Each Nation 
The Lab maintains a website that provides the following for each nation: 

1. A detailed description of how to decarbonize to zero emissions over a few decades at the 
lowest cost. Operating at lowest cost might seem obvious; however, nations rarely do this for a 
variety of reasons, as discussed in the previous chapter.  

2. Legislation that implements that described in Item #1. This includes a one page summary and a 
description of why the proposed law is the lowest cost approach. For an example, see 
www.APlanToSaveThePlanet.org/da202x 

3. A proposed study that calculates the cost and impact of the above law. For an example, see 
www.APlanToSaveThePlanet.org/study 

https://www.aplantosavetheplanet.org/da202x
https://www.aplantosavetheplanet.org/study
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Division: Global Decarbonization Planning 
This decarbonization planning division maintains the above described website. 

Group: Decarbonization Cost Modeling 
This group evaluates the decarbonization cost (e.g. $/mtCO2) and impact of decarbonization 
initiatives. This includes initiatives that have a low decarbonization cost (e.g. build solar farm) 
as well as a high decarbonization cost (e.g. residential solar, electric vehicles). It does this for 
all regions throughout the world to help leaders decarbonize well. 

Group: Electrical Power Decarbonization Modeling 
This group looks at the impact of decarbonizing electrical power generation. More specifically, 
it calculates decarbonization cost (e.g. $/mtCO2), # of green jobs gained, # of green jobs 
lowest, additional cost of greener electricity, and money saved due to lower natural gas price. 
For details, click here. 

Group: Government Intervention Modeling 
This group calculates the decarbonization cost and impact of different government 
interventions. For example, it calculates the $/mtCO2 decarbonization cost and impact given 
the following interventions: (a) $X/kWh subsidy on green electricity, (b) $Y/mtCO2 carbon tax 
on electricity, and (c) federal requirement that Z% of electricity be decarbonized each year 
(“national portfolio”). 

Group: Carbon Offset Evaluation 
This group evaluates carbon offsets purchased by companies to supposedly offset their own 
CO2 emissions. More specifically, this group evaluates technical validity, evaluates economic 
validity and calculates actual $/mtCO2 decarbonization cost. 

Group: Decarbonization Modeling Website User Interface 
This group creates a website user interface for the above analysis to help people better 
understand the costs and impact of the various initiatives. 

 

  

https://www.aplantosavetheplanet.org/study
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11. Super-Sized Transportation 
The photograph below shows industrial processing equipment that was built in a factory-like 
shipyard and placed onto a floating platform. This costs less than assembling in the field, especially 
if the factory is in Asia and the field is in Europe or the U.S. 

 
Figure 11.1: Ship-mounted chemical processing equipment. 

Next Generation Industrial Processing Transportation 
Currently, there is no way to move ship-sized industrial processing equipment from a factory to a 
site. However, if we are looking for R&D to reduce the cost of green manufacturing, this might be a 
good time to explore new transportation systems, an example of which is illustrated below. 

 
Figure 11.2: Super-sized 12 x 24m railcar (concept illustration by Weinreb) 
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Moving Large Platforms of Equipment from Factory to Site 
The equipment on the ship in the above photograph is larger than one super-sized railcar. 
Therefore, engineers might place a truss on top of multiple rail cars, as illustrated below. In this 
concept, jacks between railcars and truss keep truss straight as train bends side-to-side and up-
and-down. To get a sense of size, note the person in the lower-left corner. 

 

 
Figure 12.3: Large platform of equipment transported on long straight truss  

(concept illustration by Weinreb). 

Super-Sized Rail 
In this concept, 12m by 24m railcars are mounted on double tracks 12m apart. These roll from a 
factory or shipyard to a dock at the water's edge, to a ship, to a dock near the site, and then to a 
site. The distance between the factory and the dock, and from the dock to the site, might be less 
than 10km (16miles) since this involves special track.  

In some cases, one might rip up short segments of existing track and rebuild with a total of four 
tracks, two for existing trains, and two for extra-wide railcars, as illustrated below. Alternatively, 
one might have two tracks instead of four and use the same track for both local and wide traffic. 
However, this would require both sets to use the same rail gauge. 

 
Figure 11.4: Traditional rail co-located with extra-wide rail. 

Rolling between ship and shore is not new, as shown below. Ballast tanks align the height of the 
ship to the height of the shore. 
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Figure 11.5: Railcars transported by ship. 

The illustrations below show how one might: (i) transport eight standard-sized containers on one 
railcar, (ii) transport 2-wide, 3-wide or 4-wide containers, (iii) transport bulk material such as iron 
ore in a bin, and (iv) transport equipment on a flat steel plate. 

 
Figure 11.6: Super-sized railcar supports standard-sized containers  

(concept illustration by Weinreb). 
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A new transportation system that moves large and heavy objects would probably have a 
significant impact on industrial site design, manufacturing strategy, and total site cost. Also, it 
would cost little to do an initial paper-only design since rail, ship, and crane technology already 
exists.   

Division: Super-Sized Transportation R&D 
This division explores moving large and heavy platforms of industrial processing equipment from a 
factory or shipyard to a distant site. 

Group: Super-Sized Railcar R&D 
This group designs super-sized railcars. 

Group: Super-Sized Rigid Platform R&D 
This group designs rigid platforms that are mounted on multiple railcars. These do not bend 
while the underlying train moves left-to-right and up-and-down. These enable one to maintain 
rigidity while moving large platforms of equipment. 

Group: Super-Sized Ship Support R&D 
This group explores ways of moving portable platforms of industrial processing equipment 
between a ship and shore. This includes roll-on/roll-off and crane. 

Group: Super-Sized Transportation Standards Development 
This group develops standards that define how components within a global system coordinate. 
For example, if one moves X tons of size H x W x L from point A to B, the system checks if these 
parameters are supported along the entire path.  
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12. Next Generation Industrial Processing 
This chapter discusses how one might reduce the cost of high-temperature green manufacturing. 
This includes making green chemicals (e.g. hydrogen, ammonia) and making green materials (e.g. 
plastics, metals, ceramics, glass, cement). 

When we look at the various options for creating heat without emitting CO2 (“green heat”) we see 
nuclear reactors in China creating it at the lowest cost. Currently they make green heat for 
approximately $4 per GJ. If one converts wholesale $0.035/kWh green electricity from a solar farm 
or wind farm to heat, then cost works out to $10 per GJ ($0.035/kWh x 277kWh/GJ). In other 
words, direct heat from a nuclear reactor in a place like China is the lowest cost source of green 
heat. 

Green Manufacturing at the Lowest Cost 
As discussed previously, the lowest cost way to do high-temperature green manufacturing is 
probably to pump a hot working fluid from a nuclear fission reactor to nearby industrial processes, 
as illustrated below. This is not being done today; however, it might be done in the future. 

 
Figure 12.1: Illustration of nuclear reactor co-located with high-temperature manufacturing 

(Source: Idaho National Laboratory). 

The cost-per-gigajoule of green hydrogen made with a nuclear reactor would probably be 2 to 3-
times higher than the cost-per-gigajoule of direct heat from the reactor. Therefore, nearby heat-
driven industrial processes might utilize direct reactor heat, while faraway processes on the same 
continent might utilize piped green hydrogen gas.  

Nuclear power is 3-times less costly in China than in the U.S. and Europe. And China is building 
nuclear reactors at a fast pace; therefore, the above concept would most likely appear first in 
China. However, an R&D laboratory outside of China might be inclined to work on nuclear heat-
based manufacturing, to reduce global CO2 emissions. 
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Standardized Green Site 
If we extend the super-sized transportation concept further, the platforms eventually plug into a 
site, as shown below. In this concept illustration, multiple nuclear reactors provide heat (center) to 
25 platforms of equipment (upper-left corner). Each platform might be on the order of 12m x 96m. 
Standards define how platforms communicate, connect mechanically and connect electrically. 
Site-wide efficiency is maximized by capturing unused heat and redirecting it to make electricity, 
make chemicals, and increase the temperature of thermal storage. Theoretically, green heat 
sources include fission power, fusion power, concentrated solar (CS), and green electricity. 

 
Figure 12.2: High-temperature standardized  

green manufacturing site (concept illustration by Weinreb). 

Balancing Load and Recovering Waste Heat 
If a nuclear reactor is used to make green electricity, make green hydrogen gas, and power heat-
driven industrial processes, then tanks of molten salt could potentially help to balance loads. For 
example, if electricity demand was low, reactor heat could be stored in tanks of molten salt and 
used later when electricity demand was especially high.  

Many industrial processes produce waste heat that is lost to the atmosphere. One would prefer to 
use it in some way; however, it is rarely at a convenient temperature and power level. For 
example, curing cement might need 1400°C at 10MJ/sec, while waste heat after generating 
electricity might be different. Tanks of molten salt could potentially help to synchronize multiple 
processes when using waste heat. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Concentrated_solar_power
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To reduce the cost of molten salt storage tanks, engineers could explore: (a) placing extra-wide rail 
next to tanks, (b) fabricating tank components in factories and transporting via extra-wide rail, and 
(c) automating tank assembly via machines mounted on extra-wide railcars. 

How Might R&D Push This Forward? 
Investment capital would probably consider the above concepts “too big,” “too much risk,” and 
“too many moving parts.” The truth is, they are. If one component is missing, revenue is zero. 
However, the Lab is not beholden to investors. Therefore, it can develop next-generation high-
temperature green manufacturing sites, standards, and supporting transportation infrastructure.  

Division: Next Generation Industrial Processing R&D 
This division explores how to make green industrial processing sites at lowest cost.  

Group: Global Decarbonization Planning 
This group writes software that calculates the lowest cost way to decarbonize industrial 
processing globally using automated systems designed by this division. This includes simulating 
how, when and where these sites might be built given different driving forces such as 
government requirements, subsidies and carbon taxes. This helps to determine where to place 
supporting infrastructure such as docks, rail, and a green hydrogen pipe networks. 

Group: Portable Industrial Processing Standards Development 
This group develops mechanical and software standards that define how portable platforms of 
industrial processing equipment rest on foundations and interface with heat sources (e.g. 
steam or molten salt pipe network). 

Group: Site Coordination Systems 
This group develops systems and standards that coordinate site-wide industrial processing in 
real-time. For example, heat is moved to molten salt storage instead of electrical power 
generation when demand for electricity decreases. 

Group: Automated Molten Salt Storage Construction 
This group develops automated systems that build molten salt storage tanks. This includes 
working with supplies and equipment on nearby ships and super-sized railcars. 

Group: Automated Site Preparation 
This group develops automated systems that prepare sites with earth moving equipment (e.g. 
excavate to bedrock). This includes working with supplies and equipment on ships and railcars. 

Group: Automated Concrete Processing 
This group develops automated systems that store, transport, prepare and dispense concrete. 
For example, bins of material and processing equipment reside on nearby ships, rail cars and 
trucks. 
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Group: Automated Rebar Processing  
This group develops automated systems that store, transport, prepare and install reinforcing 
bar (“rebar”).  

Group: Global Chemical and Material Tracking Standards Development 
This group develops internationally-accepted open-source systems and standards that track 
the production, transportation, storage and consumption of materials and chemicals. Without 
this, “entrepreneurs” will shuffle lower cost non-green products into green product inventory.  

Further Reading 
• A Plan to Save the Planet, “The Economics of Green Heat” chapter 
• A Plan to Save the Planet, “The Economics of Green Fuel” chapter 
 

http://www.ma2life.org/g/A_Plan_to_Save_the_Planet.pdf
http://www.ma2life.org/g/A_Plan_to_Save_the_Planet.pdf
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13. Green Cars and Trucks 
U.S. government engineers at EIA expect CO2 emissions from U.S. transportation to remain 
approximately constant over the next 30 years, as shown below. In other words, according to the 
U.S. government, the U.S. is not decarbonizing transportation. 

 
Figure 13.1: Projected annual CO2 emissions from U.S. transportation.  

As noted previously, consumers go green if required by law, or if the green option costs less. And 
EIA does not expect either with transportation. This is partly due to challenges involving: (a) rare 
earth materials, (b) fast-charging, and (c) grid decarbonization. 

Decarbonizing Transportation for Real 
A green line in the above graph shows what it would look like to decarbonize transportation at a 
constant rate over 30 years. To do this line, at least one of the following would need to occur: (i) 
reduce the cost of green cars to below that of gas cars via more R&D, more productive EV 
manufacturing, or more government subsidies, (ii) enact laws that require consumers buy green 
cars even if they cost more, or (iii) enact laws that allow cheap EVs to enter domestic markets. 
Also, if transportation is powered by electricity, the grid needs to be decarbonized too. 

U.S. Transportation Legislation 
In 2010 the U.S. set up a program to reduce the effective cost of electric vehicles by contributing 
approximately $7.5K to each EV sold. For example, if the EV sells for $40K, the U.S. federal 
government pays $7.5K via reduced tax, and the buyer pays $32.5K. As one can see from the 
previous graph, this had little impact between 2010 and 2021. In other words, to decarbonize 
transportation for real, significantly more government intervention is needed. And this would 
probably require a coalition of lawmakers from regions that do not produce oil and do not 
manufacture gasoline-powered cars. In the U.S., there are not enough Democrats from these 
regions to form a majority. Therefore, one would probably need support from Green Republicans. 
And they would probably require a lowest cost approach.  

https://www.eia.gov/outlooks/aeo/pdf/05%20AEO2021%20Transportation.pdf
https://www.eia.gov/outlooks/aeo/pdf/08%20AEO2021%20Emissions.pdf
https://www.fueleconomy.gov/feg/taxevb.shtml
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Real Transportation Decarbonization via More R&D 
There are 1,500,000,000 gas cars (1.5 billion) in the world, and if these were replaced with $20K 
cars that did not emit CO2, the total cost would be 30 trillion dollars (1.5B x $20K). In theory, this 
justifies spending billions of additional dollars on R&D to make green cars cost less than gas cars.  

Consider HEV for Quick Improvement 
If one is looking to reduce CO2 emissions quickly without spending money, consider government 
intervention that encourages gasoline and diesel-powered cars to include a tiny electric motor that 
improves fuel mileage by approximately 30%. This adds ~$1.5K to the initial price of the car; 
however, this additional cost is paid back within one to three years due to savings at the gas 
station. 

Gas cars with tiny electric motors are referred to as “Hybrid Electric Vehicles” (HEV) and are often 
misunderstood due to having a name similar to “Plugin Hybrid Electric Vehicle” (PHEV). The plug-in 
cost ~$12K more than the gas car and has a large electric motor that enables it to run exclusively 
on electricity for 15 to 50 miles. Alternatively, the non-plugin HEV has a regular-sized gasoline 
engine. And it has a tiny electric motor and a tiny battery that recovers energy while braking and 
pushes the car while coasting. Most of the time, cars do not accelerate, and a tiny electric motor 
(e.g. 20hp) can maintain a constant speed. 

In theory, government could require this tiny electric motor be added to gasoline engines in the 
next generation of each car. Car generations typically lasts 5 years. Or it could require improved 
gasoline mileage, which can be achieved with this additional hardware. For details, see How to 
Improve Gas Mileage 25% to 50% (Power Electronics, Aug 2022). 

Car Lifetime Costs 
A vehicle's lifetime cost is the sum of the following components: (a) initial vehicle cost, (b) 
replacement battery cost, (c) repair cost, and (d) gasoline or electricity fuel cost. The typical car 
lasts 200K miles; therefore, one can divide lifetime cost by 200K miles to calculate the average 
cost-per-mile over a lifetime.  

Most EV batteries are warrantied for 100K miles; therefore, one can expect to replace the battery 
at least once during a vehicle's 200K mile lifetime (100K x 2). Batteries typically cost $15K, and it is 
not clear how their costs will change over time since battery materials might become rarer and 
more costly as consumption increases. 

EVs Cost less than Gas Cars When Gasoline Is Expensive 
If the price of gasoline is high and the price of electricity is low, the lifetime cost of an EV could 
potentially be less than that of a gas car. Gasoline prices surged in 2022, and this caused EV sales 
to also surge. However, gasoline is not expected to stay high forever, as noted by EIA's graph at 
the beginning of this chapter.  

It is easy to think the next 30 years will be similar to this year, and fuel prices will not change 
appreciably. However, government economists do not see it that way. Instead, they expect fuel 
prices to decrease when fuel production increases, or economic activity decreases. 

https://hedgescompany.com/blog/2021/06/how-many-cars-are-there-in-the-world/
https://www.cargurus.com/Cars/articles/understanding-vehicle-generations#:%7E:text=Car%20generations%20refer%20to%20the,generation%2C%20which%20lasted%20until%201981.
https://www.powerelectronicsnews.com/how-to-improve-gas-mileage-25-to-50/
https://www.powerelectronicsnews.com/how-to-improve-gas-mileage-25-to-50/
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The table below calculates the lifetime cost for both the Hyundai Kona electric vehicle and the 
same model with a gasoline engine. Also, it makes this comparison with different gasoline and 
electricity prices. As one can see, the EV costs less than the gasoline car when gasoline prices are 
high. For details, see Car Costs and CO2 are Complicated (Power Electronics, Sept 2022). 

 
Figure 13.2: Lifetime cost comparison of gas vs. EV, with different gasoline and electricity 

prices (Calculations by Weinreb). 

Double the Lifetime of the EV Battery 
Normally, EV batteries are warrantied for 100K miles and are replaced once during a vehicle's 200K 
mile lifetime. If battery longevity was instead twice as long, and replacement did not occur, EV 
lifetime costs would decrease significantly.  

The second to the last column in the above table assumes the typical 100K mile battery is replaced 
once, and the last column assumes a 200K mile battery is not replaced. As of this writing, 200K 
mile batteries do not exist. As one can see, doubling battery longevity via R&D causes EVs to cost 
less than gas cars in the typical fuel price case. In other words, the easiest way to decarbonize 
transportation is probably to double the longevity of the battery. For details on how this might 
work, see The Little Secret of Electric Vehicles (Power Electronics, Sept 2022).  

Battery Fundamentals 
There are different types of EV batteries, and one can characterize each type with several 
parameters. These include: (a) cost per unit energy, (b) amount of energy stored per unit weight, 
(c) number of charge/discharge cycles over battery lifetime, and (d) fastest charging speed.  

http://www.ma2life.org/g/pic/plan/kona_ev_detail.png
https://www.powerelectronicsnews.com/car-costs-and-co2-are-complicated/
https://www.powerelectronicsnews.com/the-little-secret-of-electric-vehicles/
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Shorter range helps one avoid difficult to obtain materials, such as cobalt. For example, the low-
range Lithium Iron Phosphate (LFP) battery is cheaper than the Nickel Manganese Cobalt (NMC) 
battery, since LFP avoids cobalt. Sodium-ion batteries also trade range for cost by avoiding rare 
materials. 

If one decreases energy stored per weight by a factor of two, and decreases the fastest charging 
speed by a factor of 16, then battery-system costs are likely to decrease by a factor of three or 
more. For example, a battery-system that supports a 125-mile (200km) range and an 8-hour 
fastest charging speed is likely to cost significantly less than a 250-mile (400km) system that 
supports 30-minute charging.  

There are several reasons for this cost reduction, including a 16-fold decrease in power while 
charging (i.e. reduce size of charging hardware 16-fold), a 16-fold decrease in heat generated while 
charging, and a lower-cost battery chemistry.  

Half the Car for Half the Money 
Currently, low-range EVs (e.g. ≤ 125 miles) are sold in the U.S. for $30K (e.g. MINI Electric Cooper) 
and are sold in China for $12K. These do not sell well in the U.S. since Americans are not 
comfortable paying $30K for half a car. However, they might pay $15K for half a car. At the right 
price, U.S. families with two cars might consider having one powerful car and one light electric. 
And individuals who rarely drive long distances might consider owning a light electric and 
borrowing more car as needed. 

In theory, a nation could define a new automobile class, perhaps called the “Light Electric,” and 
allow low-cost models to enter domestic markets. For example, it might have ≤ 125-mile range, ≥ 8 
hours to fully charge, and ≤ 85 mph maximum speed. Alternatively, one might allow all automobile 
classes to enter domestic markets; however, lawmakers might consider that too disruptive. To 
push cheap green car forward, one would probably need a coalition of lawmakers from regions 
that do not produce cars or gasoline.  

Can China's Cheap Green Car Slip into the U.S.? 
In theory, U.S. auto makers could rebrand something like China's 250-mile range BYD Dolphin EV. 
This sells for $15K retail in China and one can calculate the U.S. retail price required to maintain 
U.S. auto manufacturer and U.S. dealer gross profit. For example, if U.S. manufacturer gross profit 
per gas car is $5K, U.S. dealer gross profit is $4K per gas car, and China EV wholesale cost is $11K, 
then end user price would be $20K retail ($5K + $4K + $11K). This might seem promising; however, 
getting this to work politically and economically involves several challenges: 

• U.S. dealers and U.S. manufacturers might consider this acceptable. However, auto workers 
would have a different opinion. How easy would it be for them to find similar or better jobs? 
And how might government help them transition, to the satisfaction of the workers?  

• Is it possible for the U.S. to decarbonize transportation via Chinese manufacturing while 
maintaining low levels of national unemployment via more jobs at solar farms and wind farms? 

• How many Americans would pay $20K for a small EV with a 250-mile range? 

• Would this EV's cost-per-mile be less than that of the comparable gasoline car? 

https://nickelinstitute.org/blog/2020/june/battle-of-the-batteries-cost-versus-performance/
https://www.power-technology.com/features/sodium-ion-batteries-worth-salt/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=63wCfqSQp8c
https://www.autoevolution.com/news/byd-dolphins-prices-would-make-it-the-cheapest-car-for-sale-in-the-us-167545.html
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Answering these questions and turning this into policy would probably require a model with a 
website user interface, and this does not exist. However, for relatively small money, it could be 
developed. 

The Charging Problem 
In the past, what did you see while glancing at fast charging stations? Did you see cars charging? In 
many cases, charging stations are underutilized. 

 
Figure 13.3 Charging stations are often underutilized. 

The equipment cost-per-charge is determined by the equipment cost divided by the number of 
charges. Therefore, the cost-per-charge is high when the number of charges is low. This causes 
fast charging to typically cost three times more than slow charging at home. This, along with 
charging inconvenience, causes EV owners to rarely fast charge.  

The greatest challenge with fast charging cannot be seen. It is electricity. The typical 50kWh EV 
battery consumes 100kW of power when charging in 30 minutes (100kW x 0.5h). This is the same 
amount of power drawn by 80 U.S. homes on average. In other words, supporting large amounts 
of power is expensive, especially if the hardware is underutilized. 

Charging stations are often located at shopping malls and hotels since they have plenty of power 
for air conditioning. This power can be redirected when the air conditioning is off. However, one 
still needs expensive electronics to convert grid AC power to battery DC power. And to reduce 
cost, this gear is often undersized. This leads to longer charging times, especially when multiple 
cars are charging at the same time. And this leads to more range anxiety since drivers often do not 
know how long it will take to charge since it depends on who else is charging, and air conditioning. 

Swappable Battery 
There is one way to resolve all of the problems alluded 
to in this chapter. It is a standardized plug-in swappable 
EV battery. Currently, the world has mechanical and 
electrical standards that define batteries, and these 
enable us to power many products at a low cost. 

In theory, one could have a standardized car battery that looks similar to the Tesla EV battery, yet 
is used by multiple manufacturers. The standard would define the mechanics (e.g., height, length, 
and width), electrical connections, and communication between battery and car. This is not a new 
idea. For a video that discusses this, search “2-xwyscsvts” at YouTube. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2-xWYScsvts
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Currently, proprietary batteries are built into EVs and 
are charged periodically. Alternatively, one could 
have a standard plug-in battery, wherein all cars use 
the same form, and swap with a fresh battery in less 
than one minute. Car owners would pay for electricity 
consumed and wear on the battery. And they would 
pay less when using lower-range lower-cost batteries. 
Cavities would be dug out at key locations, and a 
mechanism that charges, stores, and swaps would be dropped in. Cars would position themselves 
over the mechanism and swap. 

Those who drive less than 100 miles (160 km) per day could swap in a low-cost, low-range battery 
and charge at night. Cost reduction would occur because lower-range batteries use fewer rare 
Earth materials. For long trips, one could swap in a costly high-range battery or swap more often. 
Swapping would also reduce costs via commoditization since multiple battery manufacturers 
would compete and drive down price. 

Homes could install swap chambers in their driveway with multiple batteries, as illustrated below. 
These could be charged by solar panels during the day, power the house at night, and swap with 
cars as needed. 

 
Figure 13.4: EV batteries in swap chamber power homes at night (concept illustration by 

Weinreb). 

The downside is that swap would require a massive effort by automakers who would need to 
design vehicles around a swappable battery and construct new factories to make those vehicles. 
And the world would need to install millions of swap chambers at great cost. 

To move this forward, a government or foundation could spend $10M to $100M to develop an 
open-source standardized swappable battery system to the point of simple prototypes. For details, 
see Are we Ready for a Swappable EV Battery? (Power Electronics, Aug 2022).  

Ammonia Based Transportation 
In theory, vehicles could be powered by liquid ammonia. However, making this work economically 
and technically would probably require billions of dollars of R&D. The car is the tip of the iceberg 

http://www.ma2life.org/g/pic/plan/swap_battery_with_house_gsw_v2.png
https://www.powerelectronicsnews.com/are-we-ready-for-a-swappable-ev-battery/
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since the entire fuel supply chain is what determines the total cost. The entire system would need 
to be economically competitive with gasoline-based transportation in order for it to be accepted 
globally. This is theoretically possible via (a) green ammonia made with nuclear reactors in regions 
that are receptive to nuclear power, (b) fuel cells in vehicles that convert ammonia to electricity 
for motors, (c) automated refueling infrastructure that supports transferring multiple chemicals 
into and out of the vehicle, and (d) emergency response systems that handle ammonia failures. 

 
Figure 13.5: Automated refueling (concept illustration by Weinreb) 

Ammonia made with nuclear reactors in China is likely to cost approximately $15 per gigajoule of 
energy, and gasoline often costs more. And fuel cells are typically more efficient than internal 
combustion engines. In other words, ammonia-based transportation, cheaper than gas, is 
theoretically possible. 

This might seem complicated, and it is. Also, battery-powered EVs is just as complicated, if not 
more so. Battery-powered EVs need to deal with decarbonizing the grid, the cost of rare earth 
materials as consumption increases, charging station economic viability, reducing EV costs below 
that of gasoline-based transportation, and providing convenience comparable to gasoline. And, as 
noted at the beginning of this chapter, engineers at EIA do not expect these challenges to be 
overcome. 

In theory, a division within a decarbonization laboratory could be tasked with designing a global 
system that powers transportation with ammonia at the lowest cost and cheaper than gasoline. 
With a relatively small budget, one could do paper-only designs and build simple prototypes. For 
details, see How to Decarbonize Transportation (Power Electronics, 2021). 

Hydrogen Based Transportation 
One could also have a division within a decarbonization laboratory that does the same with 
hydrogen gas based transportation. 

If a country like China created hydrogen with nuclear reactors and fed the hydrogen into a pipe 
network within Asia they could power factories, heat buildings, and power vehicles. The hydrogen 
(H2) would probably cost half as much as ammonia (NH3) since adding and subtracting nitrogen 
atoms (N) to and from hydrogen (H) costs money.  

http://www.ma2life.org/g/pic/plan/green_fuels.PNG
https://www.powerelectronicsnews.com/how-to-decarbonize-transportation/
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Unfortunately, hydrogen has several disadvantages: (a) it probably requires a pipe network to be 
economically viable, (b) pipes do not easily cross oceans, (c) storing hydrogen in tanks is expensive, 
and (d) making hydrogen with renewables (e.g. solar, wind, hydro) tends to be expensive. 

Consumers buy the lowest-cost product. Therefore, engineers who design a global ammonia or 
hydrogen-based transportation system would need to identify the lowest-cost approach in order 
for their work to be relevant.   
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14. Decarbonize Cars and Trucks 
The Lab develops systems that decarbonize transportation at large scales and low costs. 

Division: Hybrid Electric Vehicle R&D (HEV) 
This division explores requiring a small electric motor and small battery in gasoline/diesel vehicles 
to improve mileage at little additional cost. For details, see the previous “Consider HEV for Quick 
Improvement” discussion.  

Group: HEV Cost Modeling 
This group develops a model with a website user interface that calculates the cost of electronic 
assist hardware for each battery chemistry and its variations. The Lab reduces CO2 worldwide; 
therefore, this model supports cars manufactured globally. This helps automakers throughout 
the world add HEV hardware to their next generation automobiles.  

Division: Electric Vehicle R&D (EV) 

Group: On-line EV Design Tool Development 
This group builds a model that calculates the lowest cost way to design an EV given several 
input parameters. These include fastest charging time (e.g. 30min or 8hrs), external 
temperature profile (e.g. California vs. Colorado), amount battery is recharged (e.g. charge to 
90% of capacity instead of 100%), battery depletion when charging begins (e.g. begin charging 
when 10% full instead of 0%), range (e.g. 250 miles), passenger volume (e.g. 90 cubic feet), etc. 
The model calculates battery-cost-per-mile and car-cost-per-mile for each battery chemistry, 
and its variations.  

A website user interface is included. This enables the public to easily ask the following kinds of 
questions: "If we reduce fastest charging time from 30min to 8hrs, how does this effect car-
cost-per-mile?" One might look for EV's with a cost-per-mile less than gasoline-powered cars. 
However, these tend to be less convenient due to less range and more time to charge.  

The model also estimates sales price, sales volume, and profit to manufacturer (or loss). This 
enables the user to search for EV designs that are profitable and cost less than their gasoline-
based counterparts.  

Division: Car-Sharing R&D 

Group: Car-Sharing Software Development  
The above design tool is likely to show that EV's with similar convenience to gasoline-powered 
cars (i.e. significant range, fast charging) tend to be expensive. Alternatively, lower range cars 
that charge overnight (not at fast-charging stations) cost less and are also less convenient.  
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If 90% of Americans drive less than 100 miles a day on 90% of the days, then the 10% of the 
people that drive long distances often would probably favor gas cars. And the 90% that rarely 
drive long distances might favor a cheap low range EV if charging was convenient (e.g. charge 
overnight at single family home) and they could borrow more car easily and at low cost. In 
other words, if car sharing was cheap and convenient, the lower range / lower cost EV's would 
be more popular. 

The Lab develops software that helps groups of drivers share cars. For example, an app could 
help several people who possibly know each other schedule car usage and share expenses.  

A car-sharing circle might share expenses proportional to miles driven. For example, if driver X 
drove 15% of the time, driver Y 5%, and driver Z 80%, then simple repairs and fuel costs might 
be shared in those proportions. 

In most cases, cars in a sharing circle would be borrowed from car owners who receive money 
in return for usage. Owners with older cars might be more inclined to lend, since they would 
be less concerned about potential damage. And owners concerned about misuse might be only 
inclined to set up a small sharing circle that consists of nearby friends and family. 

In theory, multiple cars could be shared by larger groups within a neighborhood. For example, 
100 people within a neighborhood might share 10 gas cars parked on the street. 

One could apply this to gas cars as well as EV's. For example, one might join a nearby car-
sharing circle with 10 EV's and join another car-sharing circle with 3 gas cars. Or an EV owner 
might lend his EV to one car-sharing circle during select times, and borrow more car as needed 
from another circle. 

Car-sharing software and services is not new. However, it needs more automation, better 
coordination and a better user interface. More specifically, this group develops and proposes 
communication standards between cars and external computers. These are used to track a 
car's location, identify drivers, record miles driven by each driver, track repairs, track refueling 
events, handle financial transactions, etc.  

The group develops software that runs on end user smartphones, external servers, a car's 
computer, and also a car's user interface display. The group builds prototypes using open-
source cars and after the system is debugged, they suggest communications standards. 

The automobile industry might be initially reluctant since they would prefer 100 families to buy 
100 cars, one per family, instead of share a fewer number of cars. However, non-automobile 
manufacturing companies and standards bodies such as IEEE are likely to be supportive.  

Some automakers might be initially reluctant to install car-sharing software onto their cars. 
However, if a few automakers are supportive and this helps them sell their cars, then the other 
automakers would be likely to eventually follow.  

This group does not need to focus on the U.S. since the Lab reduces global CO2. In other words, 
they would want their software to reduce CO2 somewhere in the world. 

Developed software is open source (i.e. free). This increases utilization by for-profit companies, 
rental companies, and national governments. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open-source_car
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open-source_car
https://standards.ieee.org/
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Division: Battery R&D  
This division supports battery design.  

Group: Battery Longevity Research 
This group supports research that increases battery lifespan, as noted in the previous “Double 
the Lifetime of the EV Battery” discussion. 

Group: General Battery Research 
This group supports general battery research. 

Group: Dynamic Warranty R&D  
This groups develops a dynamic battery warranty system, as discussed in The Little Secret of 
Electric Vehicles (Power Electronics, 2022). 

Group: Battery Diagnostics R&D 
This group explores regulations and standards that require auto-makers to display battery 
diagnostic reports, to effectively reduce the cost of EVs.  

Division: EV Trade Policy Research 
This division studies U.S. EV trade policy options. 

Group: Light Electric Vehicle Category 
This group explores setting up a vehicle category with less protection against foreign imports. 
It builds a model with a website user interface that helps decision-makers understand how this 
might work. Input parameters might include things like fastest charging time, maximum speed, 
maximum passenger volume, maximum driving range and production strategy (e.g. China or 
U.S. based final assembly). Output parameters might include things like: number of vehicles 
sold in U.S. each year, profit to the various parties (or loss), and retail price. For details, see the 
previous “Half the Car for Half the Money” discussion.  

Group: Rebrand Low Cost Foreign-Made EV's 
This group explores rebranding foreign-made low cost EV's in a way that meets the satisfaction 
of U.S. auto manufacturers, U.S. dealers, and U.S. Labor. It builds a model with a website user 
interface that helps decision-makers understand how this might work. For details, see the 
previous “Can China's Cheap Green Car Slip into the U.S.?” discussion.  

Group: U.S. EV Trade Policy 
This group models U.S. trade policy options for EV's. With each policy it calculates EV price, EV 
sales volume, national inflation, number of U.S. labor jobs, CO2 emissions, etc.  

https://www.powerelectronicsnews.com/the-little-secret-of-electric-vehicles/
https://www.powerelectronicsnews.com/the-little-secret-of-electric-vehicles/
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Reshoring (i.e. more protectionism) increases price and leads to more inflation and higher 
interest rates, which reduces the value of bonds and increases the risk of recession. Macro-
economic parameters are studied to more fully understand protectionism's cost to society. A 
website user interface is included. 

Division: Swappable EV Battery R&D (SEB)  
This division develops a swappable EV battery standard. 

Group: SEB Mechanics Standards Development 
This group develops standards that define how SEB batteries mechanically attach to vehicles 
and external charging systems. 

Group: SEB Electronics Standards Development 
This group develops standards that define how SEB batteries interface to cars and charging 
stations. 

Group: SEB Communication Standards Development 
This group develops standards that define how SEB batteries communicate with cars and how 
cars communicate with SEB swap stations. 

Group: SEB Swap Mechanism Development 
This group develops mechanical systems that charge SEB batteries and move batteries to/from 
cars. 

Division: Automated Installation of Underground Infrastructure R&D 
This division explores and develops machines that automate the installation of underground 
infrastructure. 

Group: Automated Installation of Underground SEB Swap Chambers R&D 
This group explores and develops machines that automate the installation of underground 
swap and EV charging equipment. For details, see How to Decarbonize Transportation (Power 
Electronics, 2021). 

Group: Automated Installation of Underground Piping and Cables R&D 
This group explores and develops machines that automate the installation of underground 
conduit, pipes and cables. For details, see How to Decarbonize Transportation (Power 
Electronics, 2021). 

Division: Ammonia-Based Transportation R&D  
This division designs a global well-to-wheels systems that powers cars and trucks with liquid 
ammonia. Initially it does paper-only designs, calculates costs, builds simple prototypes and writes 

https://www.powerelectronicsnews.com/how-to-decarbonize-transportation/
https://www.powerelectronicsnews.com/how-to-decarbonize-transportation/
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proposals. If initial findings are economically and technically feasible, additional development is 
funded. 

Group: Global Well-to-Wheels Ammonia-based Transportation 
This group does a rough system design and calculates costs of a global system. It assumes 
green ammonia is made at lowest cost and transported by ship, train, truck and/or pipe.  

Group: Ammonia Fuel Cells for Vehicles 
This group develops ammonia fuel cells for vehicles. 

Group: Ammonia Tank Development 
This group develops tanks that hold liquid ammonia and develops standards for how 
emergency equipment removes ammonia. To reduce risk of losing ammonia to atmosphere, 
multiple rubber liners are considered.  

Group: Automated Ammonia Refueling Standards Development 
This group develops mechanical standards that define how to automatically transfer multiple 
chemicals into and out of a vehicle. Additional input chemicals help convert ammonia to 
electricity, and additional output chemicals help to reduce harmful exhaust. 

Group: Ammonia Refueling Communications Standards Development 
This group develops communications standards that define how an ammonia car 
communicates with a refueling station. 

Group: City-Wide Ammonia Monitoring  
This group develops standards that define how the various components communicate within a 
city-wide ammonia monitor system. For example, a car might send a report to a central 
authority after sensing ammonia in atmosphere. 

Group: Ammonia Recovery Standards Development 
This group develops mechanicals standards that define how ammonia is recovered from a 
vehicle. For example, after a traffic collision, an ammonia recovery vehicle (e.g. tow truck or 
fire truck) pumps ammonia into an onboard ammonia recovery tank via a neoprene hose that 
interfaces with a standardized port on ammonia cars. 

Division: Hydrogen-Based Transportation R&D  
Similar to above yet hydrogen gas instead of liquid ammonia. 

 

https://www.powerelectronicsnews.com/how-to-decarbonize-transportation/
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15. Custom Solar Skin on Buildings 
In theory, a billion dollar-sized R&D initiative could potentially develop machines that fabricate, 
install and maintain custom pieces of PV solar material that wrap building roof and wall surfaces at 
a cost less than traditional coverings. Costing less is potentially feasible since side clapboards and 
roof shingles are installed by hand, and solar skin could be automated. If solar skin costs less than 
traditional coverings, it could be driven forward by buyers who favor paying less.  

 
Figure 15.1: Illustration of custom PV solar skin that mounts directly onto plywood and wraps 

features such as windows and doors (concept illustration by Weinreb).  

Custom Solar Fits Together Like a Puzzle 
The typical house places drywall on internal wall surfaces and places plywood on external wall 
surfaces. Workers typically begin with solid 4 x 8ft (1.2 x 2.4m) panels and cut them into custom 
shapes that wrap windows and doors. To make this easier, architectural software generates 
drawings of each piece. 

In theory, one could do something similar with solar material that directly attaches to external 
plywood.  For example, one could wrap a building with 12 custom solar pieces, as illustrated 
below. In this concept, pieces are outlined in green and numbered; horizontal rails that secure 
material to external plywood are shown in blue, and brackets that provide a watertight seal at 
window/door vertical edges are shown in violet. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Drywall
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plywood
http://www.ma2life.org/g/pic/plan/bracket_positions_v3.png
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Figure 15.2: Custom pieces of solar fit together like a puzzle (concept illustration by Weinreb). 

Solar cannot be cut in the field due to internal wires; therefore, machines would be needed to 
fabricate custom shapes in a factory. The placement of windows and doors relative to drawings is 
often only accurate to ±1cm. Therefore, photography, video, or laser scanning would be needed to 
improve accuracy. 

Newly constructed buildings might incorporate windows/doors with standardized features that 
mechanically interface to solar material. Alternatively, existing construction might utilize custom 
factory-made brackets. A building lasts much longer than PV solar; therefore, solar skin would 
need to support disassembly and replacement, via bolts and screws. 

Horizontal Rails Secure Solar Skin to Surface 
The figure below shows an example of a horizontal seam between two pieces of solar skin. This 
seam is illustrated above in blue. A lower rail (violet) attaches to plywood via screws, and an upper 
rail (light green) attaches to the lower rail via bolts. Flexible ~2mm thick PV solar material (dark 
blue) attaches to rails via an adhesive (yellow). An optional embedded Printed Circuit Board (PCB) 
(dark green) supports electronic components ~1cm tall (dark red), and a lower layer of thin sheet 
metal (gray) presses against plywood (brown). This provides strength and a fire barrier. Not shown 
is the honeycomb plastic between the lower metal layer and upper solar layer that fills empty 
space around PCB. Rain-water (bright red) flows across overlapped joints, and avoids plywood.  

http://www.ma2life.org/g/pic/plan/overlapping_joint.jpg
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Figure 15.3: Concept illustration of horizontal rails that secure solar material with a watertight 

seal (Source: UMass Open-Source Solar Design Team sponsored by Manhattan 2). 

Why Has This Not Been Done? 
The good news is PV silicon and thin-film materials cost relatively little. And developing a 
mechanical system that wraps a building costs little. The bad news is developing commercial-grade 
machines that fabricate and install custom pieces would be expensive. Also, multiple complicated 
machines causes investors to consider this “too big” or “too many moving parts,” which it is. 

Subsequently, government or foundation funding would be needed to move this forward. 

R&D Strategy 
There are many ways to wrap a building, each of which can be characterized with several 
parameters: type of building, new construction or existing, roof or wall, solar material physical 
topology (e.g. large rollable, large flat, small flat), embedded electronics or not, 3mm flat glass or 
flexible plastic cover, and silicon or thin-film PV. In other words, one can specify seven parameters 
and then design the mechanics of a solar skin system that fits those parameters. 

Designing the mechanics of a solar skin system, and constructing a one cubic meter sized 
prototype would cost little money. However, developing automated machines that fabricate and 
install could cost hundreds of millions of dollars or more. 

Interconnection standards are needed to coordinate multiple companies, and in many cases, one 
company cannot afford to develop these. Therefore, government or foundation support would be 
needed. 

Getting Started With a “Small” Budget 
One can do paper-only designs and build simple prototypes without spending significant money. 
More specifically, one can: 

• Design and prototype hardware that provides a water-tight seal at vertical and horizontal 
joints. 

https://www.manhattan2.org/bivp-solar-roof-and-wall
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• Build simple prototypes with several pieces of solar material that overlap at a horizontal edge, 
or interface with a window vertical edge, and test with wind and water. 

• Build a one cubic meter sized “house” out of plywood, wrap it with pieces of solar skin made 
by hand, and test it with wind and water. One can initially work with sheets of plastics (not PV 
material) and focus on creating a watertight system that attaches to plywood, wraps windows 
and doors, and supports disassembly. A one cubic meter box with one window and one door 
would probably be sufficient. 

For more details, see How to Cover Buildings with Solar Skins (Power Electronics, Feb 2022).   

Division: Custom Solar Skin on Buildings R&D 
This division develops custom solar skins for buildings. 

Group: Plywood Wall Thin Film New Construction 
This group develops a standardized custom thin-film solar skin system for newly constructed 
plywood walls. 

Group: Plywood Wall Thin Film Existing Construction 
Similar to above yet existing plywood wall. 

Group: Plywood Roof Thin Film New Construction 
Similar to above yet newly constructed plywood roof. 

Group: Plywood Roof Thin Film Existing Construction 
Similar to above yet existing plywood roof. 

Group: Custom Solar Skin Installation Machines 
This group explores and develops machines that install custom solar skin. 

Group: Custom Solar Skin Fabrication Machines 
This group explores and develops machines that fabricate custom solar skin. 

https://www.powerelectronicsnews.com/how-to-cover-buildings-with-solar-skins/
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16. Develop Standardized Solar Subassemblies 
A house needs a significant amount of PV solar to be a net producer of electricity, especially when 
heating with electricity in a cold climate. For this reason, one might fully cover an oversized roof 
edge-to-edge, as illustrated below. This has a 1:1 floor-to-solar ratio (i.e. both are 185m2).  

  
Figure 16.1: Oversized roof supports significantly more solar than a typical residential solar 

installation (concept by architect John Meyer). 

If one examines the above illustration carefully, they might notice half the roof is not above the 
structure. In other words, the roof is oversized. Making this economically viable is a challenge 
since large structures similar to that shown above tend to be expensive. However, engineers might 
be able to make this work financially by extending a traditional roof with light factory-made 
framing, as illustrated below. 

 
Figure 16.2: External metal framing supports large amounts of solar (concept illustration by 

Weinreb). 

http://meyerandmeyerarchitects.com/
http://www.ma2life.org/g/pic/plan/solar_on_bld_ze_gsw.png
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The above structures might seem unattractive. However, some homeowners might prioritize 
electricity revenue over aesthetics.  

The local power company might comment, correctly, that solar farms on land provide electricity at 
a lower cost than solar panels on buildings (i.e. lower $/kWh). However, in some cases, land for 
solar farms is not available. And engineers can look at driving down the cost of building based solar 
with standardization and automated installation. 

Reduce Costs with Standardized Sub-Assemblies and Machines 
To reduce the cost of solar panels mounted on metal framing, engineers can explore modular 
systems that support: (a) multiple factories that mass produce standardized sub-assemblies, (b) 
transportation systems that stack sub-assemblies in shipping containers, and (c) automated 
installation via custom machines. For example, each sub-assembly might consist of 36 traditional 
solar panels on aluminum framing. In theory, this could be used with residential buildings, 
commercial buildings, and parking lots. 

 
Figure 16.3. Standardized sub-assemblies with automated assembly (concept illustration by 

Weinreb). 

Division: Standardized Solar Sub-Assembly R&D 
This division develops standards that define sub-assemblies of solar panels held together with 
metal framing. It also explores and develops machines that automate installation.  

Group: Standardized Semi-Custom Solar Sub-Assemblies (SSSSA) 
This group develops a standard that defines semi-custom sub-assemblies that are 
characterized by three parameters: length in whole meters, width in whole meters, and 
number of tilt axes (0, 1 or 2). Maximum length might be 13 meters and maximum width might 
be 2 meters since this is the largest size supported by standard shipping containers.   

For example, an architect might use three segments sized at 10 x 2m, 10 x 2m and 10 x 1m to 
cover a 10 x 5m roof. A factory would fabricate the three semi-custom segments and one 
would transport to site via a specialized shipping container that holds multiple segments of 
varying size. A specialized robotic handler might dangle from a crane and move segments from 
shipping container to roof. 
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Tilt helps to: (a) point toward the sun, (b) move snow off panels, and (c) direct panels away 
from hailstones. 

Group: House SSSSA 
This group develops supporting hardware and installation machines that help mount SSSSA 
systems on homes. 

Group: Commercial Building SSSSA 
Same as above, yet commercial buildings. 

Group: Parking Lot SSSSA 
Same as above, yet parking lots. 

Group:  Solar Farm SSSSA 
Same as above, yet solar farms. 
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17. Automate the Installation of Standardized Solar 
Panels on Buildings 

The average US resident pays $2.81-per-watt to install PV solar panels on their house. However, 
the panels themselves only cost $0.27-per-watt wholesale in China. This means 90% of the costs 
are for things other than panel manufacturing ($2.54 / $2.81). These other things include 
installation, design and customer acquisition.  

The world currently spends $3.4T/yr on electrical power generation and distribution, which works 
out to $100T if spent over 30 years ($3.4T x 30). Decarbonization entails replacing much of this 
with solar, wind, hydro, and nuclear power. Some of this would be implemented with solar panels 
on buildings. If 5% was solar on buildings ($5T) and automation reduced this by 30%, for example, 
then automation would save $1,500B. Therefore, it is reasonable for governments and 
foundations to automate the handling of traditional solar panels (i.e. not sub-assemblies and not 
custom shapes described in previous chapters). This includes installation, maintenance, repair, 
customer acquisition, quotation, contracting, permitting, and design.  

Division: Automated Installation of Solar Panels on Buildings R&D 
This division automates the installation of traditional solar panels on buildings. For details, see 
Why Spend $1B on Solar Installation R&D? (Power Electronics, Nov 2021). 

https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/global-electric-power-generation-transmission-and-distribution-market-report-2021-to-2030---covid-19-impact-and-recovery-301248676.html
https://www.powerelectronicsnews.com/why-spend-1b-on-solar-installation-rd/
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18. Mechanized Solar on Soil 
Agricultural farms were maintained by hand for thousands of years until they were mechanized 
with farm equipment. Today, we maintain solar farms mostly by hand, but in theory, they could be 
mechanized too. The world is looking at spending trillions of dollars on solar farms. Therefore, it is 
reasonable to spend billions of dollars to automate, to reduce cost. Obviously, one would first 
spend small money and verify feasibility, before spending big money. It is unlikely that a company 
would do the initial design since they would consider this too big. However, governments and 
foundations might be inclined to develop a next-generation solar farm that uses machines to 
install, maintain, clean, and mass-produce solar material. 

The Materials Problem 
This graph shows how much 
material is used by the 
traditional methods of 
generating electricity. 
Materials primarily include 
steel, concrete, and glass. PV 
solar farms use as much 
material as hydroelectric dams 
in terms of weight per unit of 
lifetime electricity generated. 
This is a lot, and we would like 
to reduce, to reduce the cost 
of solar, and to reduce CO2 emitted when making materials. 

Silicon solar cells are typically covered with 3.2mm (0.125") thick tempered glass to protect against 
hailstones and wind. Wind applies tremendous force. For example, 100mph wind presses 220kg 
per-square-meter against a surface. In other words, protecting silicon for 30 years requires 
significant amounts of material.  

Solar Direct to Soil 
Solar farms typically mount silicon solar cells 1.5m (4.5ft) above ground. Alternatively, one might 
unroll flexible thin-film ~2mm (0.1") thick solar material directly onto soil in a manner similar to 
unrolling a 2m x 100m (6 x 300ft) carpet onto a surface. Prior to installation, the land would be 
shaped with earth-moving equipment under computer control. 

Initially, this might seem like a bad idea. However, there are good reasons for going to ground, such as 
significantly less material usage. Engineers could explore various techniques for overcoming 
challenges such as soil erosion, upward pressure due to wind, and keeping solar material clean. 

Traditional PV solar farms use aluminum and glass to resist wind loads. Alternatively, direct-to-soil 
would use soil for rigidity and use thin-film conversion material instead of silicon solar cells. Thin-
film is typically rollable, resistant to hailstones, and does not need 3.2mm (0.12") thick protective 
flat tempered glass. It also has less conversion efficiency and more efficiency degradation per year, 

http://www.ma2life.org/g/pic/plan/mechanize_solar_on_land.png
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thin-film_solar_cell
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solar_cell
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which means one needs more land for the same energy output. However, if one has an infinite 
supply of land, they might focus on cost-per-watt as opposed to cost-per-square meter of land. 

The above-ground layer might be similar to flat flexible plastic with an embedded steel wire mesh. 
To hold in place, installation machinery might install a parallel layer of material underground, 
perhaps 50cm (20") below the top above-ground layer. The above-ground layer might connect to 
the underground anchoring layer via metal links. The following pictures illustrate this concept. 

 
Figure 18.1. Thin-film solar direct to soil (concept illustration by Weinreb). 

http://www.ma2life.org/g/pic/plan/mechanize_solar_on_land.png
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Some regions would be more feasible than others. For example, deserts with 3cm (1") rain per 
month, and dense soil, might be most suitable. Engineers would need 30-year simulations and 
wind tunnel testing to ensure that soil movement due to wind and rain is acceptable.  

Currently, silicon-based solar panels are mass-produced and cost less than thin-film. However, 
direct-to-soil uses less metal, glass, and concrete; and thin-film PV is easier to fabricate than silicon 
solar cells. Therefore, direct-to-soil thin-film would probably cost less if mass-produced. Also, it 
would consume significantly less material and emit less CO2 due to less material fabrication. 

Machines that shape land might look similar to earth-moving equipment, and machines that clean 
might look similar to agricultural sprinklers yet with less water, examples are which are pictured 
below. 

 
Figure 18.2. Earth-moving vehicles and agricultural sprinkler system. 

Division: Solar Direct to Soil R&D 
This division explores placing solar material directly onto soil. 

Group: Wind Management 
This group explores the impact of wind (e.g. 100mph during storm) and what to do about it 
(e.g. underground anchoring layer holds above-ground material in place). 

Group: Rain Water Management 
This group explores the impact of rain water (e.g. mixes with sediment and turns to mud) and 
water management (e.g. dispose in-place, or flow to pond). 

Group: Debris Management 
This group explores the impact of debris (e.g. sediment blown by wind) and what to do about it 
(e.g. remove with machines that clean material). 

Group: Solar Mechanics 
This group explores the mechanics of solar material placed directly onto soil. 

Group: Automated Site Preparation 
This group explores preparing the site with earth moving machines under computer control. 

Group: Develop Machines that Fabricate Solar Material 
This group develops machines that fabricate large rolls of solar material. 

Group: Develop Machines that Install Solar Material on Land 
This group develops machines that install solar material. 
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Group: Develop Machines that Clean Solar Material 
This group develops machines that clean solar material. 

Further Reading 
• Mechanizing PV Solar on Land (Power Electronics, Aug 2021) 
• Turning Deserts into Factories (Power Electronics, Aug 2021) 
• How to Solve the Climate Change Problem with Solar Farms (Power Electronics, Sept 2021)   

 

https://www.powerelectronicsnews.com/mechanizing-pv-solar-on-land/
https://www.powerelectronicsnews.com/turning-deserts-into-factories/
https://www.powerelectronicsnews.com/how-to-solve-the-climate-change-problem-with-solar-farms/
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19. Automate the Construction of Power 
Transmission Towers 

It is easier to transport coal or natural gas fuel to a power generation plant near a city, than to 
generate electricity faraway and move the electricity on power wires. However, placing power 
sources next to consumers is sometimes not convenient when working with solar farms, wind 
farms, and hydroelectric dams. For example, Colorado might rely on local wind farms when windy 
in Colorado, and rely on faraway solar farms in Arizona when sunny in Arizona. Or Colorado might 
rely on wind farms in faraway Texas when calm in Colorado and windy in Texas. In other words, 
decarbonization requires significantly more long-distance power wires. 

 

Upgrading Power Lines 
Obtaining land for new power wires is sometimes “complicated”. Therefore, a government office 
with authority to rebuild existing power wires on a wider tract of land would be helpful. If one 
replaces three 2.5cm diameter cables with eight 5cm diameter cables and increases voltage 5-fold, 
power transmitted increases 50-fold, for example (52 x 5cm / 2.5cm). This requires removing 
existing towers, increasing land tract width, and building new towers. 

 
Figure 19.1: Traditional power cables (left) and jumbo-sized ultra-high-voltage cables (right). 

Get Ready For Jumbo-Sized Power Transmission 
Jumbo-sized power transmission (pictured above right) requires stronger towers, taller towers, 
and sophisticated ultra-high-voltage electronics. Currently, jumbo is only prevalent in China. 
However, this will probably change when other nations make more use of distant sources of green 
electricity.  

The state of New York typically requires 40GW of power, and each jumbo-sized line typically 
carries 8GW. Therefore, powering the entire state would require 5 jumbos (40GW / 8GW). 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ultra-high-voltage_electricity_transmission_in_China
https://www.eia.gov/electricity/monthly/epm_table_grapher.php?t=epmt_6_02_a
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However, solar and wind sources are intermittent. Therefore, more lines would be needed to 
support variable sources. 

Automate Power Transmission Tower Assembly 
Expanding the grid will cost trillions of dollars worldwide over several decades. Therefore, it is 
reasonable to spend billions of additional dollars on R&D, to reduce this cost. For example, one 
might explore machines that automate the building of power towers using industrial robots 
mounted on trucks, as illustrated below. For details, see How to Reduce the Cost of Electrical 
Power Transmission (Power Electronics, Sept 2021). 

 
Figure 19.2: Machine automates the assembly of power transmission towers  

(concept illustration by Weinreb). 

Division: Automated Power Line Construction R&D 
This division explores automating the construction of power transmission lines. Engineers produce 
paper-only designs, cost models, and proposals for more work. Further development is done if 
proposed designs appear economically and technically feasible. 

Group: Automated Tower Assembly 
This group develops machines that automate the assembly of towers while they rest on the 
ground in a horizontal orientation.  

Group: Automated Pivot 
This group develops machines that pivot towers from a horizontal position to a vertical 
position.  

Group: Automated Foundation Construction 
This group develops machines that automate the construction of foundations.  

Group: Quick In-place Replacement of Entire Segments 
This group explores replacing segments of existing power lines with larger cables on a wider 
track of land. For example, one might replace an existing 40km segment with 50 new towers 
by constructing new foundations and horizontal towers while legacy equipment operates. And 
then have multiple teams erect many towers quickly. 

http://www.ma2life.org/g/pic/plan/tower_erection_machine_v3.jpg
https://www.powerelectronicsnews.com/how-to-reduce-the-cost-of-electrical-power-transmission/
https://www.powerelectronicsnews.com/how-to-reduce-the-cost-of-electrical-power-transmission/
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20. Develop Next Generation Buildings 
To fully automate buildings, one would need to place a microprocessor chip 
in every device and connect all devices with reliable communication. 
Devices include things like light switches, light sockets, HVAC equipment, 
appliances, motorized dampers in ducts, fans in ducts, motorized valves in 
radiators, thermal storage tanks, motors that move thermal covers over 
windows, occupancy sensors, temperature sensors, and fire detectors. 

This would enable one to control the temperature of each room, move heat 
from one room to another, move heat between rooms and thermal storage, and move heat 
between rooms and underground soil. As noted previously, one can run pipes underground to get 
approximately 14°C (58°F), and this can be used to significantly reduce HVAC energy consumption. 

Open Source Operating System 
To ensure coordination, all devices would probably need to run the same operating system. 
Companies and countries would only accept this if it were open source (i.e. no one owns it). An 
example is BuildingBus, developed by Weinreb in 2021. He has developed approximately 30 
automation and control systems over the last 43 years. 

Reliable Communication 
When one turns on a physical wall light switch, the communication between the switch and the 
ceiling bulb is operational ≥ 99.999% of the time (“5 nine's”). It’s a subtle point that gets little 
attention yet is important. Occupants do not accept less reliability from common building 
infrastructure. It’s worth noting that wireless and power-line communication are significantly less 
reliable, with failure rates on the order of 1%. To get 99.999% reliability within a building, one 
would probably need to include a communications data wire in power cables embedded in walls. 
The additional cost of this wire would be small. 

Light and Heavy Devices 
One might divide devices into two categories: Light and Heavy. Light might consume less than 20W 
of power, while heavy devices consume more. Light might include things like light bulbs, light 
switches, sensors, and small motors. And Heavy might include things like 110/220 VAC power 
outlets, HVAC equipment, large appliances, and large motors. Most devices in a building are Light 
and, therefore, could be powered by smaller cables with lower voltages and fewer safety 
requirements. In other words, a building might have a network of light devices powered by 48 VDC 
and one communications wire. And it might have another network of Heavy devices powered by 
110/220 VAC and two data wires. The Heavy devices might route thick power wires in metal 
conduit, whereas the Light devices might use smaller cables without conduit. 

Plug-and-Play Standards are Needed 
To support plug-and-play connectivity, one would need to develop interconnection standards that 
define how devices connect electrically, mechanically, and with data communications.  

https://www.powerelectronicsnews.com/standards-are-needed-to-fully-control-air-in-buildings/
https://www.powerelectronicsnews.com/standards-are-needed-to-fully-control-air-in-buildings/
https://www.powerelectronicsnews.com/standards-are-needed-to-thermally-cover-windows/
http://www.ma2life.org/doc/research/ma2/BuildingBus_Development_Guide.pdf
https://www.aplantosavetheplanet.org/glenn-weinreb
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Before proposing a standard, one must develop, prototype, test, and debug the system. And this 
might cost tens of millions of dollars, assuming the money is controlled by talented engineers, and 
open source is required by the funding source.  

Division: Building Automation R&D 
This division develops standards that define how all devices in a building connect electrically, 
mechanically and in software. It assumes the same open source operating system is installed on 
each device and develops: (a) low level software that enables all devices to talk to each other, (b) 
medium level software that defines how these work together in a system, and (c) high level user 
interface software to configure, monitor, maintain, and control. All source code is made available 
to the public for free to elicit global acceptance. 

Group: Building Automation OS 
This group develops an open source operating system that runs on all devices.  

Group: Building Automation User Interface Software 
This group develops user interface software for: (a) engineers who define the system in each 
building, (b) technicians who install and configure devices, (c) building owner, and (d) building 
occupants.  

Group: Power Cable Standards 
This group develops electrical standards for power cables that include data wires which 
provide reliable communication between devices. 

Division: Window Thermal Cover Standards Development 
This division develops mechanical and electrical standards that define replaceable motorized 
window thermal covers. These are embedded in a wall next to a window, and slide out to 
physically cover the window when the room is not occupied. For details, see Standards Are 
Needed to Thermally Cover Windows (Power Electronics, Nov 2021). 

Division: Duct Fan Standards Development 
This division develops standards that define replaceable fans embedded in HVAC ducts. For 
details, see Standards are Needed to Fully Control Air in Buildings (Power Electronics, April 
2022). 

Division: Duct Damper Standards Development 
This division develops standards that define replaceable dampers embedded in HVAC ducts. 
For details, see Standards are Needed to Fully Control Air in Buildings (Power Elect., April 2022). 

Further Reading 
• Using processors and software to make buildings smarter 
• BuildingBus Development Guide 
• Manhattan 2 Open-Source Smart Building Development 
• Manhattan 2 Open-Source Window Thermal Cover Development 
• Manhattan 2 Open-Source Fan/Damper Development 

https://www.powerelectronicsnews.com/standards-are-needed-to-thermally-cover-windows/
https://www.powerelectronicsnews.com/standards-are-needed-to-thermally-cover-windows/
https://www.powerelectronicsnews.com/standards-are-needed-to-fully-control-air-in-buildings/
https://www.powerelectronicsnews.com/standards-are-needed-to-fully-control-air-in-buildings/
https://www.edn.com/using-processors-and-software-to-make-buildings-smarter/
http://www.ma2life.org/doc/research/ma2/BuildingBus_Development_Guide.pdf
https://www.manhattan2.org/smart-building
https://www.manhattan2.org/window-thermal-cover
https://www.manhattan2.org/fan-and-damper
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21. Decarbonize the Heating of Buildings 
Many buildings are heated by burning natural gas in a furnace. This heats metal fins within a duct, 
which heats air that circulates throughout the building. Alternatively, one can install a system that 
creates heat using electricity.  

There are two primary ways to produce heat with electricity. One is a heat pump, and the other is 
a simple electrical heating element. The heat pump is 2 to 4 times more efficient than the heating 
element. For example, one can feed 1 watt into a heat pump and get 4 watts of heat; or feed 1 
watt into a simple heating element and get 1 watt of heat. One can get more out of the heat pump 
since it moves heat from one place to another instead of creating it. When heating a building, heat 
pumps move heat from outside the building to inside. And this causes outdoor air to become 
colder. Heat pumps are already inside air conditioners. Therefore, they can be used to heat 
buildings, to an extent, with little additional equipment cost. 

In most cases, the electricity that feeds a heat pump is made by burning natural gas or coal at a 
power plant, and this facility emits CO2. One might prefer “green” electricity, made without 
emitting CO2. However, additional green electricity for buildings is often not available. 

A building's energy cost often increases when it switches from a natural gas furnace to a heat 
pump, especially when outdoor temperatures are very cold. This is due to the fact that a heat 
pump's efficiency decreases when outdoor temperatures decrease. 

Gas Furnace vs. Electric Heat Pump 
Buildings typically obtain heat from a gas furnace or an electric heat pump, and it is impossible to 
generalize which of these costs less or emits less CO2. This is due to multiple factors that vary over 
time and place. For example, the efficiency of a heat pump is a function of outside air 
temperature. And the spot price of both natural gas and electricity vary throughout the day and 
between regions.  

Unfortunately, the size of the heat pump needed for a very cold day tends to be larger than that 
needed for a hot summer day. For example, the typical air conditioner on a 38°C summer day 
moves heat 14°C (38°C to 24°C), and the typical heating system on a -18°C winter day moves heat 
42°C (-18°C to 24°C). The latter is 3-times further and therefore requires a much larger and more 
costly heat pump. To reduce the need for costly heat pumps, one can operate a gas furnace and a 
heat pump concurrently on very cold days. 

National HVAC Communications and Control 
There are many ways to decarbonize building heat. However, to get this done at the lowest cost, 
one would probably need standardized communications between HVAC equipment, regional 
computers, and national computers. This currently does not exist; however, it could be developed. 
For details, see How to Decarbonize the Heating of Buildings at Lowest Cost (Power Electronics, 
June 2022).  

http://www.ma2life.org/g/pic/plan/building_heat_table.png
http://www.ma2life.org/g/pic/plan/building_heat_table.png
https://www.powerelectronicsnews.com/how-to-decarbonize-the-heating-of-buildings-at-lowest-cost/
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Thermal Storage 
Thermal storage typically entails placing a tank of water in a building, heating or cooling it with 
cheap or green energy, and then using it later when energy is less cheap or less green. For 
example, if a wind farm at 3 am is discarding electricity due to being in saturation (e.g. no natural 
gas is being burned to produce grid electricity), then one might store heat or cold in a tank and use 
it later when green electricity is not available. This would only be done at large scales if thermal 
storage $/mtCO2 decarbonization costs were competitive with other decarbonization options. 

Reduce Cost of Installing Ground Source 
Underground soil is typically at a ~14°C (58°F) temperature, and if one embeds pipes into that soil 
and circulates water through those pipes, they can get water at that temperature. If one circulates 
this water through a heat pump, they can reduce electricity consumption approximately 2-fold 
when heating and cooling. This technique is referred to as a “ground source heat pump” (GSHP), 
and it has two disadvantages. It consumes land, and installing underground piping is costly (e.g. 
$20K per house). Therefore, engineers should consider reducing this cost with automated 
installation machines. 

Division: HVAC Communications Standards Development 
This division develops and proposes standards that define how HVAC equipment communicates 
with regional computers. This would reduce costs and reduce CO2 emissions. For details, click 
here. 

Division: Building Heat Policy Research 
This division studies the cost and efficacy of government policies that reduce building CO2 
emissions. This helps to identify the lowest cost way to decarbonize building heat. 

Division: Automated Ground Source Installation R&D  
This division develops machines that automate the installation of a ground source. Engineers 
produce paper-only designs, cost models, and proposals for more work. Further development is 
done if proposed design(s) appear economically and technically feasible. 

Division: Ground Source Standards Development 
This division develops standards that define how ground source components communicate (i.e. 
software protocol, physical layer), connect mechanically, and connect electrically. In other words, 
this defines how pumps, valves, tanks, and temperature sensors plug-and-play together to manage 
~14°C water within a building. 

Division: Thermal Storage Standards Development  
This is similar to the above, yet applies to thermal storage within a building. 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ground_source_heat_pump
http://www.ma2life.org/g/Ma2_Vertical_Ground_Source_RD_Plan.pdf
http://www.ma2life.org/g/Ma2_Vertical_Ground_Source_RD_Plan.pdf
https://www.powerelectronicsnews.com/how-to-decarbonize-the-heating-of-buildings-at-lowest-cost/
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22. Develop Earth Cameras that Monitor Carbon 
Dioxide and Methane  

Currently several satellites monitor carbon dioxide (CO2) and methane (CH4) in atmosphere to help 
us better understand greenhouse gases. These detect infrared radiation, not radio frequency 
radiation (e.g. 1um wavelength, not 1mm). Subsequently, radio phased array techniques are not 
applicable. Every few years the U.S., the Chinese, and the Europeans each launch an improved 
satellite, and we can expect this to continue.   

 
Figure 22.1: Artist depiction of NASA's Orbiting Carbon Observatory OCO-2, managed by JPL. 

Division: Earth Camera R&D 
This division develops improved earth monitoring satellites. More specifically, it: (a) does paper-
only designs of earth monitoring systems, (b) develops models that calculate accuracy and 
resolution given different system designs, (c) builds simple bench-top prototypes of system 
components, (d) evaluates science that one can do with different measurements, (e) develops 
software that maintains data on earth, and (f) develops software tools that help scientists explore 
data. All work is open source. Subsequently, other organizations who develop these kinds of 
satellites can copy produced materials at no charge. 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Space-based_measurements_of_carbon_dioxide
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phased_array
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Orbiting_Carbon_Observatory_2
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23. Develop a National Solar Farm 
Approximately 3% of U.S. electricity is generated by solar farms, and this only increases by 0.5% 
each year. Unfortunately, this growth rate would need to be much higher if one wanted to 
decarbonize the U.S. within a reasonable period. Yet how might one increase this rate? Would it 
help to automate solar farm financing, construction, and maintenance with software?  

This chapter explores these questions and discusses a potential concept which we refer to as the 
“National Solar Farm System” (NSFS). This does not exist. However, it could exist, perhaps after 
one to three years of software development. In summary, the NSFS oversees solar farm owners, 
investors, and customers.   

• Owners build and maintain solar farms.  
• Investors pay for solar farm construction in return for a portion of electricity revenue. 
• Customers buy electricity generated by solar farms. 

Participation in NSFS would be optional. In other words, solar farm owners would either operate 
traditionally or within NSFS. 

 
Figure 23.1: Large solar farm.  

Solar Bonds 
When a government builds a highway for automobiles, it typically: (a) issues bonds to fund 
construction, (b) uses toll revenue to pay bond holders, and (c) allows bonds to be traded. The 
value of a bond is typically the sum of its expected future payments, discounted by inflation. A 
national solar farm system would be similar. The initial bond would pay for solar farm 
construction, electricity revenue would support dividend payments to bond-holders, and bonds 
could be traded. 

https://www.eia.gov/energyexplained/electricity/electricity-in-the-us-generation-capacity-and-sales.php
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Figure 23.2: Illustration of solar bond. This is not a real product. 

Individuals would register at a website, transfer money to their account, buy solar capacity within 
the system, receive money based on electricity sales, and sell solar capacity with the click of a 
mouse.  

Each share would be referred to as a “solar bond,” and each bond might be economically 
equivalent to a 300W solar panel. If this were the case, each bond would sell for approximately 
$336 due to typical solar farm parts and labor cost of $1.12-per-watt ($1.12 x 300W). 

Financial Requirements 
To get this to work economically, the system would need to meet the following requirements: 

• The rate of return to investors would need to be similar to or greater than that offered by 
traditional bonds for the same level of risk. In other words, investors would not participate if 
solar bonds were not competitive with other investment opportunities. 

• Electricity would need to be priced at its cost plus a reasonable profit to the solar farm owner. 
Otherwise, if the electricity price were too high, electricity customers would seek alternatives. 
And if too low, solar farm owners would not participate. 

Tension between Investors and Customers 
The green option often costs more than the carbon-based option. Therefore, to decarbonize, 
government subsidies need to close the gap, or new laws need to require customers to buy green 
and pay a higher price. As noted previously, the price difference between the green option and the 
carbon option is commonly referred to as the “green premium.” 

Both investors and electricity customers need to be kept happy; otherwise, neither will participate. 
A dollar saved by the electricity customer is approximately one dollar less received by the investor. 
Therefore, to get this to work economically, competition among solar farm owners would need to 
drive down costs and drive down electricity price, and investors would need to see a competitive 
return on their investment. 

Risk Is as Important as Price 
What is the probability that a solar farm owner buys junky hardware, promises a low price due to 
lower costs, and has the hardware fail prematurely? The result would be reduced dividends to 

https://atb.nrel.gov/electricity/2022/index
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investors due to less electricity revenue. Yet, more importantly, other investors would see this and 
be less likely to participate in future NSFS projects.  

What is the probability that a farm owner promises a low electricity price to be competitive and 
uses money from future projects to pay for past projects? This is referred to as “Ponzi Scheme.”  

Unfortunately, the probability of these problems is high unless a mechanism is in place that blocks 
each. Suppose one has a market with 100 suppliers, and 10 of them are Ponzi or favor junk, either 
wittingly or unwittingly. These 10 are more likely to win contracts due to quoting lower prices or 
quoting higher returns to investors. In some markets, the honest and competent engineer finishes 
last. In other words, the risk of Ponzi and the risk of junk need to be controlled.   

Transparency Enables One to Control Risk 
The enemy of Ponzi and the enemy of junk is transparency. If all information is disclosed, risk and 
returns can be calculated more accurately.  

There are two types of transparency, technical and economic. Technical entails publicly reporting 
solar farm design, lists of components, amount of electricity produced, solar panel efficiency vs. 
time, and technical failures. Economic transparency entails publicly reporting equipment costs, 
maintenance costs, and electricity revenue.  

To get the NSFS to work economically, at large scales, it might need to be transparent. In other 
words, designs with known performance might need to be made public, so that they can be easily 
copied and improved. 

The probability that an investment fails is referred to as “risk.” And if one can reduce risk, one can 
reduce the rate of return demanded by investors and therefore reduce the price paid by electricity 
customers. In other words, risk is somewhat proportional to electricity price. If risk goes down, 
electricity price goes down too. Also, transparency reduces risk. Therefore, transparency reduces 
electricity price. 

Some solar farm owners might be uncomfortable with transparency and avoid NSFS. However, 
others might find it acceptable, especially if they can copy what works, have it perform as 
expected, and easily access capital. 

Investors might favor NSFS over traditional options due to transparency and additional oversite. 
However, NSFS would be unpopular if it did not function properly for a variety of reasons, such as 
buggy software. 

Solar Farms within the System 
The NSFS oversees multiple solar farms, each of which has an owner and one or more customers. 
Before a solar farm is built, the owner would submit an application that includes a technical plan 
and an economic plan. The technical plan would include the technical design and list of 
components. And the economic plan would include expected equipment costs, maintenance costs, 
etc. Owners could copy proposals from existing solar farms or expand existing farms. The NSFS 
organization would estimate risk, estimate the cost of capital, and introduce electricity customers 
to farm owners. Projects would not be funded unless the owner had a customer that agreed to an 
electricity price. 
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The NSFS organization would take care of financing by selling bonds through an automated 
system. To diversify risk, multiple solar farms would be put together into one bond issue. In other 
words, a bond-holder might own a small piece of dozens of solar farms. Subsequently, if one farm 
failed, consequences would be minimized. The NSFS computer would keep track of revenue from 
each farm and calculate who gets what. 

The Solar Commissioner 
he system would be overseen by a Solar Commissioner whose first priority would be to represent 
the interests of the government, second priority would be to represent the interests of investors, 
and third priority would be to represent the interests of electricity customers.  

As mentioned previously, government wants a decent number of solar farms constructed each 
year, investors want to maximize their return on investment (for a given level of risk), electricity 
customers want to minimize price, and solar farm owners want to maximize profit. 

The NSFS would oversee the following kind of process: 

1. Government sets the minimum amount of solar farm capacity built each year. 

2. Commissioner sets investment rate-of-return, for a given level of risk, sufficient to the raise 
money needed for step #1. 

3. Commissioner gathers proposals from potential owners to build solar farms. 

4. Commissioner estimates a variety of parameters, such as risk and investor rate-of-return, for 
each proposal. 

5. Commissioner helps establish electricity purchase agreements between solar farm owners and 
wholesale electricity customers. 

6. Commissioner sells solar bonds to pay for new construction. 

7. The NSFS computers monitor performance, failures, electricity generated, and revenue. 

Calculating expected risk (i.e. probability of economic failure) and expected rate-of-return (i.e. 
dividend as a percentage of initial investment) requires computers, software, and past data. This is 
complicated and would therefore need to be handled by an office that reports to the 
commissioner. If the actual rate of return was less than expected, future investors would be less 
likely to participate. In other words, calculating accurately would be crucial. 

Wind Too 
A sister system for wind farms could be built as well. In theory, an automated National Wind Farm 
System (NWFS) could be overseen by a Wind Commissioner who sells Wind Bonds. 

Setting Size 
The majority of people want to resolve climate change. Subsequently, new laws that require 
decarbonization will probably appear this decade. It is likely these would increase solar farm and 
wind farm construction. For example, if government wanted to decarbonize 6% of all electricity 
each year, and 1% is already being decarbonized by building traditional solar farms and 1% is 
already being decarbonized by building traditional wind farms, the government might want the 
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NSFS and NWFS combined to contribute at least 4%. In other words, electricity customers might be 
required to buy more green electricity each year, and the NSFS/NWFS organizations would need to 
raise money accordingly. 

Junk Is a Serious Problem 
Let's take a break from economics and talk about electronics. Hardware devices that convert one 
type of electricity to another type are typically rated for a maximum amount of electrical power. In 
many cases, a device will not perform long at advertised power. However, manufacturers are 
compelled to claim high power ratings to be competitive. Subsequently, solar farm owners might 
be misled into buying hardware that fails prematurely. And this might decrease dividend payments 
to bond-holders.  

The Commissioner Must Block Junk 
Electricity customers would want contracts with lower-priced farms. Therefore, owners would be 
under pressure to keep costs down. However, not too low as to buy junk that fails prematurely. 
This includes electronics, solar panels, frames that hold panels, underground conduits, and wiring 
harnesses. 

Electricity customers might be inclined to accept contracts with junk since they only pay for 
electricity received and are not adversely affected by reduced output, reduced profit to the owner, 
and reduced dividends to investors. 

Investors have no way of evaluating when owners should spend money and when they should 
economize. Therefore, the Commissioner would need to block junk on their behalf and protect the 
entire NSFS system. To do this, the commissioner would need an office of engineers who 
understand solar farm construction and use past data to estimate future technical and economic 
performance. 

Let's Run the Numbers 
If 2% of U.S. electricity were decarbonized each year via the NSFS, it would need to oversee 35GW 
of solar power construction each year. If the capacity of each solar farm were 0.5GW, for example, 
71 farms would be built each year, where each is approximately 3 x 3 km (2 x 2 miles) in size. 

Typical equipment costs are $1.12-per-watt (CAPEX, NREL 2022); therefore, investors would need 
to put in $39B/yr (35GW x $1.12). Typical electricity costs are 3.7¢/kWh (LCOE, NREL 2022 Class 4, 
no tax credits, 0.5¢/kWh for power wires). Therefore, revenue would need to be at least $3B/yr to 
cover costs ($.037 x 35GW x 0.001 x 2334Wh/W/yr). The investment rate of return would depend 
on several factors, such as profit to owner and electricity price. For details, see the below analysis.  

http://www.ma2life.org/g/pic/plan/decarbonization_power_plant_economics.png
http://www.ma2life.org/g/pic/plan/national_solar_farm_analysis.png
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Figure 23.3: The economics of decarbonizing 2% of U.S. electricity via 71 solar farms, each 

0.5GW in size (calculations by Weinreb). 

The Residential Solar Problem 
The cost of electricity from solar panels on houses is 3-times higher than that at solar farms (e.g. 
2.6¢/kWh vs. 8.6¢/kWh LCOE). This is due to residential solar incurring the following overhead cost 
every ~20 panels: multiple quotes, contracting, mechanical design, city approval, electrical design, 
installation, and inspection. Incidentally, this overhead causes fiscally conservative lawmakers to 
disfavor government support for residential solar. 

 
Figure 23.4: Residential solar panel installation. 

http://www.ma2life.org/g/pic/plan/compare_10K_investment_in_solar.png
http://www.ma2life.org/g/pic/plan/compare_solar_farm_costs_2022.png
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Resolving the Residential Solar Problem 
In theory, the electricity billing system for residential and commercial buildings could be 
connected to the NSFS/NWFS system. Building owners could then invest in solar and wind farms 
instead of their own buildings.  

For example, a homeowner might prefer to give $10K to their power company for 30 panels at a 
solar farm, instead of giving $10K to a solar installation company that installs 14 panels on their 
roof. The solar farm panels would produce 1.6-times more electricity per panel due to 
continuously tilting toward the sun via a motor instead of being stationary.  

Solar bonds might appear on a home-owner's electric bill as an asset that pays a monthly dividend 
determined by solar farm electricity sales. If a homeowner bought $10K of solar bonds, their bill 
would probably be close to zero for approximately 20 years. Also, they could sell bonds at any 
time. 

Carbon Offsets at Large Scales without Fraud 
Investors and farm owners participate to make money, not to reduce CO2. However, many entities 
are willing to pay money to reduce CO2. These exchanges are typically referred to as “carbon 
offsets,” and unfortunately, many are fraudulent. Alternatively, if one is looking for real offsets at 
large scales, the NSFS/NWFS system might be a nice option. More specifically, the system could be 
used to pay the green premium on someone else's electricity, and flip them off carbon. For 
example, if coal cost 2.5¢/kWh and green electricity cost 4¢/kWh, a 1.5¢/kWh offset could flip the 
customer and reduce CO2 at $15-per-ton ($10 x (4¢ - 2.5¢)).   

Who Might Develop this System? 
NSFS software does not exist. However, it could be developed to the point of simple prototypes, 
perhaps for less than $100M. 

A company might look at developing this as a proprietary system that they control. However, 
investors in their venture would probably consider this too much risk. If one component was 
missing or government regulators were not supportive, revenue would be zero.  

Alternatively, a government or philanthropic organization looking to reduce CO2 might fund 
development. They might consider this a relatively low-cost method to reduce CO2 globally. 
However, most nations do not trust others to manage their national infrastructure. Therefore, 
they might require open source and control over their commissioner's office, both of which are 
feasible. Open-source entails placing files on the internet for anyone to copy and modify at no 
cost. And a philanthropic entity might be inclined to do this to reduce CO2.  

Division: National Solar Farm System R&D (NSFS) 
This division develops a national solar farm system. This includes writing software and developing 
standards that coordinate the various components. 

Division: National Wind Farm System R&D (NWFS) 
Similar to above, yet wind farm instead of solar farm. 

http://www.ma2life.org/g/pic/plan/decarbonize_electricity_eia.png
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